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ABSTRACT

Heat transfer measurements were made for stable film boiling of water over

a horizontal, flat stainless steel plate from the minimum film boiling poil_t

temperature,TBURFACE _" 500 K, to TSURFACE N 950 K. The pressure at the plate
was approximately I atmosphere and the temperature of the water pool was

maintained at saturation. The data were compared to the Berenson film-boiling
model, which was developedfor minimum film-boiling-pointconditions,The model
accuratelyrepresentedthe data near the minimum film-boilingpoint and at the
highesttemperaturesmeasured,as long it was correctedfor the heat transferred
by radiation. On the average, tileexperimentaldata lay within ±7>oof the
model.

Measurementsof heat transfer were made withoutfilm boilingfor nitrogen

jetting into an overlyingpool of water from nine l-ml-diameterholes, drilled
in tile heat transfer plate. The heat flux was maintained constant at

approximately26.4 kW/_r2. For water-pool heights of less than 6 cm tileheat

transfercoefficientdecreased linearlywith a decrease in height. Above 6 cm
the heat transfer coefficientwas unaffected. For the entire range of gas
velocities measured [0 to 8.5 cm/s], the magnitude of the heat transfer

coefficientonly changedby approximately204. The heat transferdata bound the
Konsetovmodel for turbulentpool heat transferwhich was developedfor vertical

heat transfer surfaces. This agreement suggeststhat surface o_'ientationmay
not be important when the gas jets do not locally affect the surface heat
transfer.

Finally, a database was developed for heat transfer from the plate with

both film boiling and gas jetting occurring simultaneously, in a pool of water

maintained at its saturation temperature. The effect of passing nitrogen

through established film boiling is to increase the heat transfer from that

surface. At the highest superficial gas velocity measured, approximately 8.5

cm/s, and for a constant surface temperature, the heat transfer increases by a

factor of two over the heat transfer with no enhancement by gas flux. Further,

as tile superficial gas velocity approaches zero, the data approach tile stable

film boiling data. A semi-empirical model was developed and correlated to the

database representing better than 904 of all the measured data within +_]5_
bounds.
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

An experimentalapparatuswas constructed so that film boiling could be
sustainedover a heated horizontal,flat surfacewith a non-condensiblegas fl_x
from the surface. The heat transfer surface was a polished stainless-steel

plate with nine jet holes whose locationsconform to the observed (Duignanet
al., 1989) Taylor instability theory. On the plate sat a 10.16 cm inside

diameter quartz tube to containthe water. The primarymeasurementsmade were'
the plate-to-waterheat fluxesby cormductionand condensation,the plate surface
temperaturesby extrapolationfrom embedded thermocouplesin the plate, and the

superficialgas velocitiesfrom the jet holes in the plate.

For the stable film boiling asymptote,there were no gas jet holes irlthe

heat transfersurface:both visualobservationsof the boiling and heat transfer
measurementswere made. The boiling pool was maintained at the saturation
temperature and the pressure was atmospheric. The observations incJuded

measurements of the diameter, release period, and the interspacing of the
bubbles. From these observations tile film boiling heat flux could be

determined. Heat transfermeasurementswere made at surface superheatsof 143
to 567 K and surface heat fluxes of 27 to 116 kW/m2. A comparisonwas made to
the stable film boiling model of Berenson (1961).

For the pool bubbling asymptote, the plate-to-waterheat flux was held

constant at approximately26 kW/t_ while heat transfermeasuremen-tswere made.

The superficialgas velocityrange was from 0.6 to 10 cm/s while the pool height
was varied from 2 to 15 cm of water. The effectof tilewater pool heighton the
heat transferwas observed.

Finally, measurements were made of film boiling heat transfer with a gas

flux from tile heated surface. The pool was maintained at saturation and at

atmospheric pressure. The heat fluxes ranged from 48 to 215 kW/m2 and tile

surface superheats from 166 to 552 K. The superficial gas velocities were

varied from 0.6 to 10 cm/s. On the basis of this database, a semi-empirical

: model was developed.

From this investigation the following conclusions were made and are broken

down into three separate categories, i.e., stable film boiling, pool bubbling,
and film boiling with gas-flux-enhancement.

Stable Film Boiling

I.) From visualobservationsof stable film boilingover a large horizontalflat

surface,bubbles are releasedin an orderly patLernwhich conforms Lo a square

grid with a cell dimensionof the most dangerouswavelength,Xci.
z
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2.) Tlleheat flux in film boiling over a large horizontal flat surface at a

single superheat can be estimated within 254 of the actual heat flux by

measurementsof: the most dangerouswavelength,Xd, the bubble releasediameter,
D, and the bubble releaseperiod,_, assumingthat two bubblesare releasedfrom

an area equal to Xd2 per period.

3.) On the average, the Berensonfilm boiling model (1961) representsthe heat
flux from a large horizontal flat surface, over which film boiling of water

occurs, within 7_. Further, the model is applicable near the minimum film

boilingpoint and up to surfacetemperaturesof, at least,950 K, as long as the
radiationcontributionto the heat flux is included.

Poe1 Bubbli ng

1.) For the chosen pattern of gas jet holes in the heat-transfersurface and a

pool dianleterof 10.16 cre,it was found that, at a constant superficial gas
velocity, the heat tra,_sfercoefficient decreased when the pool height fell

below 6 cm. Above pool heights of 6 cm the heat transfercoefficient remained
relativelyconstant. The bubbling pool was visually turbulentat all heights
but was less so at its lowest, 2.5 cm. The reduction in the measured heat
transfer coefficientwas probablycaused by a reduction in the turbulenteddy

movement or a reduction in the turbulent eddy size itse]f. However, direct
measurementsof the eddies were not made.

2.) For pool heightsgreater than 6 cm, the heat transfercoefficientwas found

to be a weak functionof the superficialgas velocity, lt appearsthat the main
effect of the "sparsely" locatedjets was to maintain the pool turbulent and
well mixed, since no perceivablechange in tilesurface heat transfer occurred

when the gas stoppedexitingthe gas holes as bubblesand became a jet. Over the
range measured, changes in the jet velocity did little to change the ge_eral

level of agitation in the pool.

Film Boiling with Gas-Flux-Enhancement

I.) Over the range of superficialgas velocitiesinvestigated,the effect of tile

gas jetting on the film boilingwas to increase the surface heat transfer, at
a constantsurfacesuperheat. Tileincreaseis appr'oximatelytwo-fold over heat
transferwithout gas jetting at a superficialgas velocityof approximately8.5
cm/s.

2.) The heat transfer is increased by gas jetting at al] tlle surface super'heats

investigated.

3.) When the surface superheat is close to the minimum film-boiling point, tile

introduction of the gas jets tends to cause the film to collapse to nucleate
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boiling, unless tilesurFace temperatureis increased. This finding suggests

that the requiredminimum film boiling superheatmay increasewith an increase
, in the superficialgas velocity.

4.) A semi-empiricalmodel developedfor gas-flux-enhancedfilm boiling is,

Nuf(jg)I Nuf(jg=O): (i + PIJo/Pl,)I/4

and representsall the experimentaldata for water with an uncertaintyof ±154.

The dimensionless coefficient Pl, = (.425)4 is from Berenson (1961) and
Pl= 0.068 (cre/s)"Iwas determinedby correlationwith the experimentaldata.

(
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NOMENCLATURE

A area

Cp specific heat capacity

D diameter of heating surface

D diameter of a deep pool film boiling bul)ble

D distance between heating coils (Figure IV.5)

Db diameter of a shallow pool hemispherical film boiling bubble

e magnitude of a measured uncertainty

g acceleration of gravity

Gr Grashof number

h heat transfer coefficient

hfg latent heat
!

hfg modified latent heat

I! thickness of heat transfer plate

Ja Jacob number

Ja' modified Jacob number (defined for Equation III.21)

jg supev'ficial gas velocity

k thermal conductivity

film boiling bubble height (Figure 111.1)

_" coefficient (Equation III.18)

m mass

M mass flux

n quantity containing uncertainty

Nu Nusselt number

p pressure

Pr Prandtl number

q heat flux
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Q heat

r,x,y directionalvariables

R radius of the heat transfer plate

R gas flowmeterreading

t time

T temperature

ATBAT superheat, (T- TBAT)

V,_ local and a,.,,,'era_evelocity,respectively

GREEK SYMBOLS

a liquidvoid fraction (EquationII.9)

_,_',_1,_n coefficientsused in Section III

6 vapor film thickness

e surfaceemittance

0 directionalvariable

X Taylorwavelength

dynamic viscosity

2, kinematicviscosity

p (lensity

surface tension

_SB Stefan-Boltzmann constant

r periodof the Taylor wave



SUBSCRIPTS

0,!,2 specific referencelocations

b bubble

BER Berenson

COND conduction

CRIT critical

d most dangerous2 dimensionaltheoreticalwavelength

E experiment

6 vapor film 'thickness

f film

FB film boiling

g gas

P_ liquid

Laplace

M gas flowmeter

r radial

RAD radiation

SAT saturation

SURF surface
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STD standard

w wall
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[. INTRODUCTION

Assessments of severe core damage accidents in light water reactors are
necessary to quantify the public risk under such circumstances. A major
contributorto risk uflderaccidentconditions is the ex-vesselbehavior of tile

molten core debris, lt !s postulatedthat under severeaccidentconditions,tlle
failureof the reactor'spressurevessel would lead to the depositionof molten

core debris into the reactorcavity. Becausetilecavity of the reactoris made
of concrete, it would imediately be attacked by the molten core debris,
releasingnon-condensiblegases into the molten pool. This stage of a reactor
accident is termed the molten core-concreteinteraction.

Heat transfer to a gas-evolvingsurface from an overlyingmolten pool was
initiallymodeled as if there were a stablegas film betweenthe surfaceand the
pool. Benjamin (1979) showed that this situationis similar to film boiling.

In film boilingon a horizontalflat plate or heat transferthrougha stablegas
film, such as in the sublimationof dry ice under a pool of water (Dhir et al.,

1977; Reimann and Alsmeyer, 1982), gas is released in a fixed geometrical
pattern (Duignan et al., 1989) where the relative locations of bubbles are

governed by the Taylor instability theory (Taylor, 1950). More recenLly,
Bradley (1988) suggested thaL heat transfer from an overlying pool to en
outgassingconcrete surface is distinctly different from simple models of gas

films. He stated that the gas releasefrom the concretesurface "...is usually
far less than that required to fonvua stable [gas] film, and [as a result]
intermittentdebris concrete contact occurs." If Lhis is the case, the heal

transferis stronglydependentupon the liquid-solidcontacts and the increased

movementof liquidpast the heat transfersurfacecausedby the bubbling action,
as in pool bubbling.

During a severe accident in a light water reactor,water may be introduced
into the reactor cavity onto the molten core debris. This increases the

transfer of heat from the molten core debris, possibly reducing the core
temperature.

Blose, et al. (1987)carriedout an experiment in which they poured water
onto a molten stainless-steelpool, contained in a concrete vessel. They
observed the heat transferenvironmentas the molten steel attacked a concrete

basemat while being cooled by an overlying pool of water. At that time the

effects of non-condensible gases, released ft'ore the concrete, on _he heat

transfer [from the molten pool to the water pool] were not known. In fact,

B1ose et al. (1987) stated that, "...no consistent pattern for modelliI_g water

pools overlying core debris has developed within the reactor safety community."
Not knowing how the gas wou]d affect the core-to-water heat transfer the

investigators neglected that effect when analyzing their results, and concluded

that only nucleate boiling could have occurred on the core-water interface. To



have concludedotherwisemeant that filmboilingwas the heat transfermechanism

on tl_einterface. Assuming that stable film boiling had occurred during the
experimentmeant that the core interfacetemperaturehad to be above the melting

point of the stainlesssteel [calculatedby the investigatorsand confirmed in
Appendix A7]. Since the upper surfaceof the molten steel core was determined
to have been a solid porous crust during the experiment,the crust temperature

had to be lower than the me]ting temperature of stainless steel: therefore,
stable film boilingwas not possible.

As illustratedin Appendix A7, if Blose et al. (1987) had been able to
includetlleeffect of the non-condensiblegas on the core-waterinterfaceheat

transfer [usingthe resultsof this presentstudy] they may have concludedthat
film boilingwa___ssa possibility.The effect of the gas is to increase tilefilm
boilingheat transferso that the stainlesssteel surfacetemperaturewould have

been calculatedto be below its solidificationtemperature.

Tileprimaryreasonfor this investigationwas to developa databaseon heat
transfer due to gas-flux-enhancedfilm boiling. The steps taken to develop an
experimentalapparatus instigated two asymptotic studies, i.e., stable film

boiling and pool bubbling [no film boiling].

Visualobservationsand heat transfermeasurem_,ts were made of stable film

boiling of water, at I atmosphere and the saturation temperature, on a
horizontal, flat stainless-steel plate. From visual observations, several

aspectsof the bubble dynamicswere measured, i.e., the inter-bubbledistance,
tllebubble release period, and the bubble diameter. The measurementsof heat

transferwere compared to the Berenson (1961) film-boilingmodel.

Measurementsof convectiveheat transferfrom the steel plate without film
boiling [pool bubbling]were made by drilling nine l-mm-diameterholes in that

plate, lhe nine gas holes conformwith the expected fixed geometricalpattern
of bubble release in film boiling. When placing the geometricalpattern on the
circularheat-transfersurface [diameterof 10.16 cml only nine gas holes cou]d
be made, giving a bubble site densityof 0.11 sites/cm2. The convective heat

transfer resultswere comparedto tileKonsetov (1961)model for turbulent pool
bubbling.

Finally,the two effects,film boilingand pool bubbling,were combined and
heat transfermeasurementsmade to develop a database. To facilitateuse of

this database on gas-flux-enhancedfilm boilinc!a semi-empiricalmodel was

developedand correlatedwith the data. Suggestionsare given owlhow the simple
model developedmay be improvedand wIlatfurther iwivestigat.ionsmay l)ellecessar'y

to better understandtilecombinedeffects of film boili_Igand pool bul)blingon
the overallheat transfer from a surface.



II. REVIEWOF THE LITERATURE

There is no literatureon film boiling over a horizontal flat plate with

a non-condensiblegas emerging from the plate. What can be given is an outline

on tiletwo components which make up the phenomenon under study, i.e., film
boiling and pool bubbling from a horizontal flat surface, lt is hoped that
understandingthe parts will lead to an understandi,gof the whole.

The following is neither an exhaustive nor a definitive review of the

literatureon film boiling and pool bubbling,for the list is very long. The
studies referredto bring out the salientpoilltsof the subjectsthey treat, so
that the readerwill have an introductoryknowledgeof the informationavailable
at tiletime this work was done.

Film Boi1ing

Nukiyama (1934)clearlyput this form of boiling into perspectivewith the
other two forms,nucleateand transition,for the first time in his experimental
study of an electricallyheated wire in water, Figure II.la. Moreover, botll

still and motion photographicevidence of all three boiling regionswere shown
by Westwater and Santangelo (1955) from a steam-heatedcircular tube immersed

in methanol. Visual observationsof film boilingon horizontal flat surfaces
are much more difficult;however, there are some studies (Borishansky,1953;.
lloslerand Westwater, 1962; Lao, 1969; Duignanet al., 1989). Nukiyama (1934)

wanted to observe experimentallyall the boilingphenomenatogether, including
the film boilingregionwhich he called the "spheroidalstate" [firstcoined by
Boutigny in 1843, as pointedout by Gottfriedet al. (1966)]. Before 1934, film

boilingwas not directlyrelatedto nucleateboiling, but was thought to be an

isolatedphenomenonseenwhen a liquidwas placedon a surfacewhose temperature
was equal to or greater than the Leidenfrost temperature (McAdams, 1954;

Gottfried et al., 1966). As is common in science,most phenomenaare usually
experimenlallyobserved before getting a co,|prehensivetheoreticaltreatment;
film boiling is no exception.

While the first successfultheoreticaltreatmentof film boilingwas shown
by Bromley (1948), the foundations for that theory were laid much earlier.
Nusselt (1916) investigatedthe heat transfer from flat surfaces aildtubes

inclined at various angles when subjectedto corlde_isation[FigiireII.lbl. He
developed several theoreticalrelationsfor tilehe,ittransfercoefficient;one
was :

h : 0.725 [kf3 pl2 g hfg / (D MI AT)] 1/4 (II.1)



h b
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=

FigureII.1 Featuresof filmboilingdevelopment
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Dhir and Lienhard (1971) also derived Equation II.1 and_ determined the
coefficientto be 0.729, which they believed to be more accurate.

Equation II.l, representing a horizontal round tube, was derived by
simplifyingthe governingequationswith the followingassumptions:

I.) The film of condensationis so thin that the temperaturegradient through
it is a straight line.

2.) The heat is all carried to the metal surface by pure conduction in the
directionperpendicularto the surface.

3.) Physical properties of the condensate may be taken at the mean film
temperature.

4.) The [heat transfer]surface is relativelysmooth and clean.
5.) The film of condensate always moves in viscousmotion.

6.) The curvatureof the film may be neglected.
7.) The temperatureof the solid surface is constant.

Note, the above assumptions were taken from Monrad and Badger (1930) who

su_narizedNusselt'sanalysis in English.

With the above assumptions, Nusselt (1916) included two boundary
conditions.

b.c. I: The condensatevelocity at the tube wall is zero.

b.c. 2: If the condensing vapor is stationary above the condensed film, there

is no force tending to shear'at tilevapor'-liquidinterface.

Lao (1969) pointed out that in 1941 Colburn suggested using Nusselt's
laminarfilm condensationtheory to describe film boilingtheoretically. Even
though, it was not until 1948 that Bromley developed a comprehensivemodel,

based primarilyon the Nusselt film-conderlsationapproach. TileBromley mode]
is:

hCOND= 0.724 [kf 3 Pf(PE " iof) g hfg' / (D iwf AT)] 1/4 (11.2)

Equation 11.2 was developedfor film boiliv_(ilarotlwlda horiz(_rltaIcircular

tube surrounded by liquid, Figure II.lc. Besides tilechange irlthe density
terms,becausethe film in film boilingis the ]ess dense medium, Equation II.2
differsfrom Equation II.1 in that, with the higher temperaturesexperiencedin

-5-



film boiling, the amo,nt of heat absorbed by the vapor film itselfmay be
significant. Therefore,this was compensatedfor in the latentheat term;

hfg'= hfg(l+ 0.5 CpbT/hfg) (II.3)

Equation II.lneglectsthis sensibleheat:term since the temperaturedifferences
in the condensatefilm are small and, if ignored,only cause a maximumerror;of
3_ at the highest temperature (Monrad and Badger, 1930). Also, note the

subscripton the heat transfercoefficient,COND = conduction. When the surface
temperatureof the tube is high enough,radiationcontributessignificantlyto

the overall heat transfer;Bromley (1948) showed that temperatureto be above
approximately500 K. Equation II.2 is only the conductioncontributionthrough
the vapor film. To Nusselt's a;sumptionBromleyadded"

8.) The tube is completelysurroundedby a continuous vapor film.
9.) Vapor rises u,der the action of buoyant forces.

10.) Boiling liquid is at its boiling poi,t at the vapor-liquidinterface.

I].) The heat is transferred through the film by radiation as well as by
conduction.

Bromley (1948)recognizedthat Nusselt'ssecond boundarycondition,of zero

shear at the vapor-liquidinterface,may not hold for film boiling. Not knowing
whether the liquid interfaceacted as a fixed or free boundary to the flowi,g
vapor film, he let the coefficient0.724 be redeterminedby a correlationwith
his experimentaldata. He obtained a coefficient of 0.62 ±0.04, which mea,t

that the interfacepresentssome drag to the flowing vapor in the film [a fixed
bou,darymakes tilecoefficient0.512]. The successof Bromley'sapplicationof

the Nusselt model of laminar film condensationto film boiIi.g made it the
standard on which future developmentswere based.

Chang (1959) suggestedthat a study of the wave stabilityof the vapor-

liquid interface could give a model to describe film boiling. His mudel
deviated substantiallyfrom experimentaldata (Hoslerand Westwater,1962),but
it led Zuber (1959) to suggest that Taylor's wave-instabilitystudy (Taylor,

1950) may be used to model boilingphenomena. This wave-i,stabilitystudy was
most successfullyused by Berenso, (1961) to develop a model for film buili,g
on a horizontal flat surface, Figure II.ld. llisrelation is:

hCOND = 0.531 [kf3 Pf(PE- Pf) g hfg'/ (DE /_fAT)]I/4 ([1.4)

- 6 -_



where DE is from the direct influence of the wave instability theory. D_. :

[c/g(P_L - PI)] I/2 is also referred to as the Laplace reference length. Note that
the coefficient 0.531 was obtained by applying Nusselt's second boundary

condition, i.e., there are no shear forces exerted on the vapor-liquid

interface. Berenson, like Bromley, correlated his experimental data to his

equation to obtain a more accurate coefficient since the actual shear forces at

the vapor-liquid interface were not known. Berenson obtained a coefficient of
0.425.

Both Equation 11.2 and Equation 11.4 have the same general form except for

the change in the characteristicreferencelength D-_ Dp. This similarity is
not surprising, even though Equation II.2 represents a horizontal tube and
Equation II.4 a horizontalflat plate, in light of Nusselt's sixth assumption
of neglectingthe film curvature. In fact, Lienhardand Wong (1964)showedthat

if a tube diameter i.sgreater than 209 of what is known as the "most dangerous

wavelength",Xd = 2_(3)I/2D_, which comes from the instabilitytheory,the heat-
releasingmechanisms [e.g. the distance between releasingbubbles] are within
5_ percent of those of a horizontalflat surface. This is basicallya criterion
to judge when the thicknessof the vapor film around the tube is small compared

to the diameter of the tube: Bromley's (1948)experimentmet that criterion.

For the first time, bubbledynamics,throughthe Taylor (1950)instability
theory,were linked to film boilingthrough the Laplace length and were shown

by Bellman and Pennington(1954)to be directlyrelatedto wave geometry in the
instabilitytheory. For a two-dimensionalcase, they showed that waves had a

minimum length of X : 2_[_/g(pp_ - pf)li/2 and a maximum of

Xd = 2_F[3_/g(pjZ -pI)] I/2 [for a three-dimensional presentation see, Sernas

(1969)]. They called this maximum length, Xd, the "most dangerous wavelength"
because at this wavelength the amplitude of the disturbance grows most rapidly.

Further discussion of bubble dynamics can be found in Duignan et al. (1989).

What follows is a brief summary of some of the approaches taken by other

investigators to improve the theory on which Equation 11.4 was based.

Hamill and Baumeister (1967) tried a theoretical approach that did not

depend on the bubble hydrodynamics but was based on the maximization of the rate

of entropy production. They obtained the same form as Equation 11.4 except the
coefficient was 0.41 instead of 0.425, and the coefficient of the sensible heat

contribution shown in Equation 11.3 was 19/20 instead of I/2. Ruckenstein

(1967) attempted to improve Berenson's equation by determining the coefficient

in Equation 11.4 as a function of the initial and final radii of the buoyant

bubbles leaving the vapor-liquid interface, plus some undetermined constants.

The complexity of Ruckenstein;s coefficient to Berenson's equation makes it
undeterminable and, therefore, unusable.

More recently, Klimenko (1981) used a model developed by Frederking et al.
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(1966) which eliminated the dependence upon any length scale. He was concerned
that the contribution of latent heat to the heat transfer was in considerable

error when simply using Equation 11.3. Bromley (1948) directly looked at the

heat zransfer dependence on the sensible heat in the form of the Jacob number,

Ja = CpAT/hfg, shown in Equation 11.3 He found an insignificant dependence
which could not be quantified since it lay within the uncertainty of the data.

Klimenko [with some important corrections to his first paper', KIimenko and

Shelepen (1982)] developed the following equation:

h : 0.169 [kf2 Pf(PE " Pf) g hfg / (_f AT)] I/3 (11.5)

which he stated describes laminar flow irl the vapor film layer [by his own

criteria] and for Ja < 0.5, which is the case in the present study of water in

film boiling. Since K!imenko did not disassociate components of heat transfer

by either conduction, convection, or radiation, Equation _.I.5 includes all those

contributions, therefore h was used instead of hCOND. Ramilison and Lienhard
(1987) found that Equation 11.5 ter_s to model stable film boiling slightly

better than Berenson's Equation 11.4 when the surface superheat [surface

temperature minus the working fli_id's saturation temperature] becomes such that

the radiation from the surface is an important factor. Brom]ey (1948) showed

that radiation is significant at surface superheats of approximately. 500 K and

above. Moreover, Ramilison and L.ienhard (1987) stated "...the physical

mechanisms upon which [Berenson's equation] is based to be more convincing," but

that "...while the details of Klimenko's formulation are probably not perfect,

it nevertheless provides us with a very nearly perfect basis for fitting the

existing data." Correlating this study's data of stable film boiling with a

least-squares fit to equation 11.5 gave a coefficient of 0.214 instead of 0.169,

a difference of about 279 which is close to Klimenko's stated uncertainty of
± 254.

An explanation is necessary to clarify the term "stable i_ilm boiling" which

might seem to conflict with the fact that several film boiling models are based

on an "instability" theory. The term "stable" is clear and the condition of

being "stable" irl film boiling is also clear, meaning that film boiling is

occurring without the denser medium, the liquid, penetrating the vapor film

sufficiently to touch the heat transfer surface. What is not clear is: I) the

point where transition boiling ["a combination of unstable film boiling and

unstable nucleate boiling alternately existing at any given location on the

heating surface" (Berenson, 1962)] ends and film boiling begins, and 2) whether

this point marks the beginning of stable film boiling. That point is commonly

called the minimum film boiling point (MFB). There are many studies on that
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topic: to summarize, the exact superheat where MFB occurs depends on the
liquid, the surface roughnessof the heat tra;isfersurface, and the pressure,

among other factors lt does not necessarilymean that no liquid touches the
heat transfer surface,only that the percentagetouching is low enough that as
the superheatincreasesso does the heat flux, albeit slowly. One quantitative

criterion (Poniewski, 1987) states that "tongues" of liquid can no longer
penetrate the vapor film to touch the heat transfer surface when the surface

temperatureexceeds the critical temperatureof the liquid, i.e., TWALL > TCBIT,

thu_, stable film boiling is assured.

Finally, the component of radiation in film boiling has only been
indirectlymentionedand needs to be put into perspective. Becausethis review
began with the laminarcondensationmodel of Nusselt (1916),where radiationin

the film is insignificant,this aspect of the heat transfermechanism was not
immediately relevant. As was shown by Bromley (1948), even when the heat

transfer surface temperature reaches 500 K, the contribution to the overall heat

transfer is less than approximately 104. When radiation becomes important, he

showed that its contribution can be superimposed on hCOND in the form:

h = hCOND (hcoNo/h)I/3+ hRAo ([ 1.6)

and can be simplifiedto a first-orderlinearizedform of,

h : hcoNo + 3/4 hRAD (II.7)

Equation II.7 accurately represents Equation II.6 for the temperatures of

concern in this investigation[i.e., to surface temperaturesof approximately
1000 K]. Bromley (1948)assumed that the heat transfer surfaceand the vapor-

liquid interface could be equated to parallel plates so that the classical
radiationmode] could be used, i.e.,

hRAD O-SB [IIEss + ]le_.. 1]-I (TsuBF 4 4)= - - TSAT IATsA T (II 8)

where CTSBis the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
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Pool Bubbling

In studying the phenomenaof pool bubbling from porous and drilled holed

surfaces or pool boiling, it is importantto know if they transfer heat in the

same manner. If the contributionof latent heat, as discussed by Rallis and
Jawurek (1964),is a large portionof the heat transfer,there would be little
similarity. Even when the contributionof latent heat can be neglected, the

bubbling and boilingmay not be silnilar.

Sims and Duffield (1971) attempted to correlate porous- and dril]ed-

surfacebubblingheat transferwith nucleateboiling so that they could explain
the hydrodynamicaspects of the heat transfer mechanisms in nucleate boiling.

They found that when the latentheat transportis small, porous surfacesimitate
nucleateboiling,but all their data on drilledsurfacespoorlymodelednucleate

boiling, since "...thenumber of bubble generatingsites does not vary with the
amount of gas leavingthe heat transfer surface." Using severaldrilled heat
transfer surfaceswith varying hole densities,4 to 400 sites/cm2, Kutateladze

and Malenkov (1976) showed that as the number of holes increased, the heat
transfer coefficientof a drilled plate approached that of a porous surface

which, in turn, could be equated to nucleate boiling under a limitedrange of
superficialgas velocities.

In trying to understandthe heat transfermechanismin bubblingor boiling,
a complicatingfactor is the effect that one bubble has on anotheras they form

and leave the surface, when the bubblingsites are farapart, the inter-bubble
interactionscan be neglected and only the effect of the bubbles jetting inLo

the overlying pool on the surface heat transfer needs to bB studied. An
importantquestion is how far apart the bubbling sites have to be in order to
neglect inter-bubbleeffects.

i

Bard and Leonard (1967) showed that the effect of bubbling from a single

orifice on the local heat transfer decreases inversely with the distance from

the orifice. For distances along the surface greater than 10 mmfrom the center

of an orifice I mm or less in diameter, heat transfer was not affected by the

presence of the bubble. This finding was confirmed by several nucleate boiling

" studies deal ing with nucleation site densities on horizontal surfaces (Tien,

1962; Lienhard, 1963; Kurihara and Myers, 1960). Lienhard (1963) stated that

when the nucleation site density is less than approximately 0 32 sites/cm 2, the

"...sites will cease to influence one another." This site density generates an

area of bubble influence on the heat transfer surface which, if assumed

circular, has a radius of I0 mm, corroborating the observationsof Bard and

Leonard (1967). Therefore, if the bubbling sites are located far enough away
from each other, the main contributionto the surface heat transfer is due to

the movement of the fluid on that surface by natural convection and by the
stirring action caused by the bubbles.
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Konsetov (1966)proposed that heat transfer from a surface in a bubbling
pool is due primarilyto liquidturbu]enteddies. He stated that approximately

one-third of the heat was removed by flow normal to the surface, and the
remairlingtwo-thirds by the parallel movement of those turbulent eddies.
Iftterestirlgly,Konsetov(1966)made no mentionabout the orientationof the heat
transfersurface in the pool, whether the bubbles were emanatingfrom tileheat

transfer surface or from anot.hersource, or about the specific shal)eof tile

surface. He developed a heat trallsferrelationshipusing the data from two
II

bubbling pool studies, Fair et al. (1962) and Kolbel et al. (1958). Both
studiesmeasured the heat transfer from verticalcylindersin "deep"pools wherl

the bubbling came from a source lower in the pool ["deep"means that the pool
height is equal to or greater than its width] ' Using their data, K()llsetov

(1966)developed a model which accouiltedfor the void fractionin the bubbling
pool as a functionof the superficialgas velocity,and a range of sizes for the

turbulenteddies. He developedthe followingrelationship,

h/k (p2/g)1/3 pr-li3 (#w/#)0.14 = 0.25 r_1/3 (II.9)

where _ is the void fraction. The void fractionwas empiricallydetermiwledl)y
Kutateladze,as shown irtKonsetov (1966),to be:

' e : 0.4[jg2/3 (g ol[pfp.- pg])-l/6 (pglpE)0.15] (I[ .10)

Konsetov evaluated Equation II.10 for an unspecified gas-liql_idsystem
(presumablyair-water)and,upon substitutionintoEquation II.9,arrivedat tile
followingrelationshipfor the bubbling heat transfercoefficient:

h(W/m2K)= O.19[k jgO.22prl/3(/_//_w)0.14(g/v2)I/3] (II.ii)

This formula is insensitiveto variations in the properties in [quation II.lO

and is applicableto a wide range of fluids. The coefficientin Equation II.li
is not dimensionless;it has units of (m/s)-0.22and requiresthe other variables

to have consisterltunits. The magnitudeof this coefficientwi11 change if the
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units are changed. In this correlation,all propertiesare calculated at the
pool temperatureunless indicatedotherwise.

J

In the followingsection a model will be developedto explain how heat is

transferredfrom a surfacewhere there is both film boiling and pool bubbling.
Several aspects of the present section will be incorporatedinto the model,

after which the model and the experimentaldatabase will be compared.



I I I. ANALYTICALNODEL

The ProbTem

Consider a horizontalflat heat transfer surface, at a temperatureTSURF,
over which stable film boiling is occurring in a pool of liquid at its
saturation temperature,Figure III.la. After some time a non-condensiblegas

at the same temperatureas the heat transfer surfacebegins to jet through the
sui_facefromdiscreet locations. Thesejets traversethe vapor-liquidboundary;
a single jet is shown in Figure III.lb.

Berenson (1961)stated that "thedifficultywhich arose when attemptingto
analyze [filmboilingheat transfer froma horizontalsurface]was the fact that
the vapor flow geometry was not clear." Unfortunately,almost thirty years
later, the complicationof a jet traversing the vapor-liquidinterfacemakes
Berenson'sstatementstill valid a|thoughthe vapor flow geometryin stable film

boiling is better understoodtoday (Duignanet al., 1989; Sernas et al., 1973).
While the two phenomena, jetting and film boiling, coexisted, to facilitate

model development for this analysis it was assumed that they occur
independently. Where these two phenomenaare thoughtto connectis throughthe

increasedagitationcreated in the liquidpool by the presenceof the jet. This

Figure III.! Idealizationof the bubble and jet dynamics

increased agitation may increase the movement of the vapor-liquid interface
while fi|m boilingoccurs,and, in turn, the increasedmovementof the interface

might affect the vapor flow in the film. Moreover, if the vapor flow increases,
more liquid would be transformed to vapor; as a consequence,more heat is
transferred.

- 13



Two methods of increasingthe vapor movement seem equally possible:
I) Konsetov (1966)postulatedthat the movementof turbulenteddiesnear a heat

transfer surface in a bubbly pool is both perpendicularand parallel. Eddies
move past the heat transfer surface and increase in energy, which then is
carriedaway from that surface. In film boiling,eddies cannot reach the heat
transfer surface becauseof the vapor film, but somehow they interactwith the

vapor-liquidboundary. The eddies may mechanicallyagitate that boundary and
thus increasethe flow of vapor in the film. That increasedvapor flow may be

the result of the agitated boundary decreasingthe drag forces on the flowing
vapor or forcing the boundary closer to the heat transfer surface,which would
result in a reduced the[lal resistanceof the vapor film.

2) The secondmethod of increasingthe vapor movementmay be from the increased
movement of the vapor-liquid interface by the viscous dragging of liquid
immediatelyabove the interfacetowardsthe jet. That is, as the jet enters the
pool it entrains the liquid near its boundaries as seen in Figure III.lb.

Moreover, vapor is also entrained from the vapor film which, in turn, reduces
the film's thickness, leadingto an increase in heat transfer.

This second method, increasingthe mass flux of vapor away from the film,

can be applieddirectlyto Berenson'sanalyticalsolution (1961);therefore,it
will be used in the modeling for this study. To begin model development,it is
necessaryto have some insight inthe relationshipbetween the jet velocity and

the vapor velocity in the film near the jet. In turn, this relationshipwill
be used to determine the mass flux of vapor leavingthe film with the jet, to

obtain the overall vapor flux from both the jet and the film boiling.

Analytical and experimentalwork of a turbulentcircular free jet into an

infinitepool is shown by Schlichting(1979) [an analysisof a turbulentjet was
chosen since the included criterion (p. 183, Schlichting, 1979) for the onset

of a turbulent jet is: Re = UjETdjL:T/U> 30 and for this work Re > 60]. The
velocitycomponent of interest from the theoreticalanalysis is in the radial
direction,perpendicularto and towards tllejet. He showed that:

VRADIAL'UQUID = V (r,y) = I/4 (3K/x)I/2/y[(_/- I/4 _/3)/(II+ I/4 _/2)2]
rE

(III.l)

where _/ : I/4 (3K/x)I/2/_ r/y ®0

K = constant kinematic momentum= 2_ _ u2rdr

eo= eddy viscosity 0



Schlichting(1979) also gave the supportingexperimentalresults:

_oI(K)I12= 0.0161 and (K)I12= 1.59(O.0848y)UjET

therefore,Equation III.1 takes the form,

Vr&(r,6)/UjET = 37.77 [(15.17(r/6)- 873.45(r/6)3)/(I+ 57.56(r/6)2)2]

(III.2)

Figure III.ib shows the coordinatesof the jet. Note that the radial velocity

in Equation III.1 has been evaluated at y = 6, which is the plane coinciding

with the vapor-liquidinterface.

Equation III.1 shows two pertinent characteristics which will be

highlightedin thediscussion. The radialcomponentof the liquid velocity,Vr_.,
is directlyproportionalto the jet velocity,UjET,and at "large"distancesaway
from the jet, r >> 56, velocitydrops by more than an order of magnitude to a

1.0 i I

(v,p.(r,#)/ Jg)max" -18.89

/VrT.(r'6)l O.B (vr(_.(r'6)/ UJ_)max. "0"016 -

\J_/ i,e.,the radialvelocityreachesa
maximumof 1.6_of the jet velocity

,I1/_. 0._

or

(vtz.OF,') 1-- 0.'

(Yr_(r'6)1
\ "-T_--:/maxO.Z

0.0 l f I I
o z 4 6 8 lo

Figure 111.2 Mapping of Equation IIl.l



relativelyconstant value, Figure III.2. Since the superficialgas velocity,

jg, differsfrom UjETby only the ratio of the heat transfersurfacearea and the
jet hole areas (there are nine jets), the normalizedordinate in Figure III.2

may be equallyexpressed by either expression.

Two other facts about EquationIII.1 should be pointed out:

I) Rankin et al. (1983) stated that exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes
equation exist describing axisymmetric submerged jets but "...due to its
simp'licityand proven accuracy...Schlichting'ssolution is the one most

applied." These authors were referringto the laminar form of Schlichting's
solution,but the turbulentform, of which Equation III.1 is a part, has exactly

the same form except for the substitutionof eo, the eddy viscosity, by v and
its solutionhas been equally tested (Schlichting,1979).

2) Equation III.1was developedfor zero densitydifferencebetweenthe jet and
the liquid.

ThereforeEquation III.1 cannotbe directly appliedto the present problem

since it involves a jet of considerably]ess density, N2 gas, than the medium

into which it is entering, H20 liquid. Albeit, it is hoped that the
characteristicsof the radial ve'locityof the liquid caused by the jet can be

used qualitativelyto develop an upper convective boundary condition for the

vapor'film, i.e.,

Vr/L(r,6)= Vr6_ UjET_ Jg for r >> 5 (III.3)

For {his study r varies from rI to r2, Figure III.la;therefore,assuming rI =

Xd/4 (Zuberand Tribus, 1958) with Xd = 27.2 mm (Duignanet al., 1989), then rI
~ 6.8 mm, making the statement r >> 6 true since 6 ~ 0.03 mm (Berenson,1961).

The assumption that the vapor-liquidinterface is moved by the viscous
movement of the liquidjust above that interfacemay be an oversimplification,

but with the existing complexity of the velocity field, it may be a good

starting point. The inadequaciesof the following analysisshould be overcome

by correlatingthe resultingsemi-empiricalsolution to the experimentaldata.
The analysisto be presentedfollowsclosely the analysesfrom Nusselt (1916),
Bromley (1948)and Berenson (]961);their analyseswill be augmentedto conform
to the currentproblem.
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The Assumptions

I) Tile change in height of the vapor-liquid boundary between bubbles is

negligible compared to the average height of the bubble above the interface,

i.e,, A6/i_ << I.

2) The mass flux of vapor leaves the film by two independent phenomena, i.e.,

from viscous entrainment by the non-condensible jets, and from the film boiling
action.

3) The kinetic energy of the vapor is negligible compared to the enthalpy

change from evaporation.

4) The physical properties of the vapor film can be determined at the average
temperature of the heat transfer surface and the vapor liquid interface.

5) The temperature at the vapor-liquid interface is assumed to be at the

saturation temperature of the liquid.

6) The heat is transferred through the vapor film by conduction and radiation

only.

7) Two bubbles grow from an area of Xd2 at any one time, where

Xd = 27r[3_/g(pp_ pf)ii/2, Sernas et al. (1973).

8) The vapor rises under the action of buoyant forces.

9) The temperature of the heat transfer surface is constant with time.

These assumptions apply to both the following analysis and to the part of

the Nusselt-Bromley-Berenson analytical model shown in Appendix AI. Equation

AI.7 was the endi,qg point in Appendix AI and is the starting point here, i.e.,

Fr : [I/(p/_f)] dp/dr 62 (AI.7)

is the constant to be determined.
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A Solution

It is proposed that the mass flux of the vapor leaves the film by two

separate mechanisms: I) The vapor is carried away from the film by buoyant

forces in the form of bubbles, and 2) The vapor is entrained with the jet by

viscous drag. lt is further proposed that both of these phenomena are

independent. Finally, the two mass fluxes are then added together to obtain the

total mass flux of the vapor'. Knowing the total mass flux from the vapor film,

we can determine the film thickness and, therefore, obtain the heat transfer

across that film by conduction.

The mass flux from the film can be determined from continuity:

for film boiling,

MFB : (PfFr Area)F,L_BO,LING (II1.4)

for the jet,

MjET = (PI TirArea)JET (II1.5)

lt is assumed that the two phenomena experience the same temperature
gradient across the film and have the same area of inf]uence, therefore:

M : MFB + MjET : pf Area (_rFB +-VrJET) (III.6)

z

The analysis in Appendix AI, which led to EquationA1.7 is assumed to be
the same 'Forboth the vapor velocity in the film due to 1) film boiling;Figure

III.la, and 2) the jet; Figure III.lb. Substitutingthe appropriate form of
Equation AI.7 in Equation III.6 then,

M : [(I/# dpldr)FB + (I/p dp/dr)jET ] pf Area 62 1 #f
(III.1)

z
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To repeat from Equation III.3, the radial component of the vapor velocity

is proportional to the superficial gas velocity of the jet. Equation AI.7 shows

that the radial pressure gradient is directly proportional to the vapor

velocity, lt is now assumed that the radial pressure gradients for the film

boiling and the jet phenomena are proportional so that:

: _ jg ¢ jg (dp/dr)FB (I,I.8)(ii# dp/dr)jET _FjET
then let,

(11# dpldr)jET : 1/#' jg (dpldr)FB: llp' jg dp/dr (III.9)

SubstitutingEquation III.9 into Equation 111.7 resultsin,

M : [(i/# + jgl#') pf Area 521#f] dpldr (III.I0)

The assumption of proportional pressure gradients may be questionable,

since the pressure gradient in the vapor film for film boiling is the driving

force behind the vapor's movement but for the jet it is the viscous drag that

causes the vapor in the film to move. The purpose of this modeling is to obtain

a simple and convenient relationship among the important contributors to the

vapor mass transfer. This relationship will ultimately result in a heat

transfer model to be correlated to the experimental data. The correlation

coefficients I/# and I/#' should mitigate inadequacies the above analysis may
contain.

The area of influence for the bubbling in film boiling is 2vFr6 and,

therefore, Equation III.i0 becomes:

M = [(i//_ + jg/#')pf 2_r 63/_t] dp/dr (III.11)

The total mass flow of vapor in the film may also be obtained by assuming

that all Lhe heat goes into transformingthe liquid to vapor and to heat up the
vapor itself, i.e.,

!

Q : M hig (III.12)

I

where hfg = hlg(l+ .5Jar),(Bromley,1948) (III.13)
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and Jaf = Jacob Number _=CpfAT/hfg

Assuming that T(y) i:slinear across the vapor film, and using Fourier's
law, the heat conducted across the film can be expressedby,

Q = kfArea AT/Ay = kf (Irr22- Irr2) AT6 (111.14)

Combining Equations III.11, 12, 14 and solving forthe fillnboiling pressure
gradient gives,

dp/dr = (i/# + jg//#')-1 [_fkiAT/(pf64hfg,.)] (7Fr22. _rr2)/27Fr
(III.15)

Equation III.15 is now inTtegratedradiallyacross the film, i.e., from rI

to r2, where P(rl,6) = Pl and P(r2,6) = P2" Using _rr22= Xd2/2 from assumption
seven the result is,

P2- Pl = (Jg/# '+I/#)'I _IkfAT/'(64pfhfg ')] [Xd2/8_r] [21n(r2/rl) + r12/r22 - I]

(111.16)

The LHS of Equation III.16can also be equated to the static force balance

at r = rI and r = r2, Figure III.la,i.e.,

P2 " PO = P_-g _ at r = r I

Pl " PO = Pf g p- + 2c/r b at r = r2
resulting in,

P2 - Pl = P_(#__- #f)g " 2c/rb (III.17)

Zuber and Tribus (1958) assumed at the minimum film boiling point, rb = Xd/4
and as previouslystated Xd = 27r[3c/(g(pE - pf))]I/2which gives EquationIII.J7
the form of:

P2 - Pl = _'"(P& " Pf)gXd ([II.18)
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Implicitin EquationIII.18 is that the averagebubble height,_, shown in

EquationIII.17and FigureIII.la is proportionalto the diameterof the bubble,

db. Berenson (1961) gave _.= 0.68db from experimentalobservationsmade by
Borishansky(1953). Since Borishanskywas measuring"the thicknessof a bubbly

spheroid";which was the height a bubbly "pancake"of fluid floatingon a larger
horizontal surface and not the height of the bubbles themselves, the 0.68
constantmay be incorrect. Even so, the experimentsof Lewis (1950)in verifying

the wave instabilitytheory of Taylor (1950) concluded that "an exponential
increase in [wave]amplitude._.[occurs]until the amplitude is about 0.4[times

the wavelength]." As a result,at approximatelyC = 0.4Xd the wavecrestbegins
to form into a bubble that will subsequentlybreak off from the vapor film.

Since Xd _ db [Duignanet al., (1989)measured db = Xd/i.28] then P__ Xd and,
therefore, the height of a bubble above the vapor film will be taken as

E = constant x db = constant'x Xd. The constant in Equation III.18,_", which
contains coefficient,constant', will subsequentlybe absorbed in an overall

constantto be determinedby correlationwith the experimentaldata.

EquatingEquationIII.18to III.16and solvingfor the filmthicknessgives,

64 : (p,jg + pl,)"I _fkfATD_/ (gpf(pp_-pf)hfg')] (III.19)

where DE : Xd/(2_r(3)"I/2): [c/(g(pE- pf))]112: Laplace-referencelengthand if
the heat transfer is by conductiononly then:

hCOND : kf/6: (/_,jg+ p,,)I14[kf3gpf(p_.pf)hfg,/ #fATDQ.]I/4

(III.20)

When jg = 0 in Equation III.20,the equation revertsto the stable film boiling
mode] developed by Berenson (1961); therefore,the coefficient/_t_is taken to
be the value that Berenson obtained from correlatingexperimentaldata to his
model, i.e., pflI/4= 0.425.

The total heat transfer is,

h = hCOND + 3/4 hRAD_

from Equation II.7 and hRAD is Equation II.8.
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Note, the coefficientof Equation 111.20 is non-dimensionalsince the terms in
the bracketstogether form the dimensionsof h4. This fact can be seen directly

by grouping the non-dimensionalterms, i.e.,

Nuf : (#lJg + #u)I/4 [Gr Pr / Ja']f I/4 (III.21)

where, Nu : hCoNDDJk f : Nusselt Number

Gr : D_3g(p._/pf- 1)/uf2 = Grashof Number

Pr = #fCpf/kf= Prandtl Number

Ja' = CpfAT/hfg'= Modified,Jacob Number

That is, while p,, is dimensionless so is the group /_,j9 wLt# p, taking on the
reciprocal dimensions of j . Normalizing Equation ll[.zu to the Berenson

Equation, Jx = 0 , at tRe same superheat gives a convenient form for
corre]ation:

Nuf(jg) / Nuf(jg:O) =

hCOND/hcoND(Jg=0): qCOND/qCOND(jg:0)= (I + #,Jg/#ll)I/4

( IT.22)
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IV. EXPERIMENTALAPPARATUS

Overview

In general, the purpose of the experimentwas to determinethe effect on
film boiling heat transfer from a horizontal,flat cylindricaldisk when a non-
condensible gas was passed througllthe vapor film. One apparatus was used,

which was periodicallymodified to conform to the investigationat hand. The
study had three basic phases, each of which demanded a slightly different

t,,

experimentalconfiguration. The overa!lschematicof the experimentalapparatus
in shown in Figure IV.I. ,

For the first phase, there were n_;/holesin the heat transfer plate and,

therefore,no gas flow system. The Secor,d phase involvedgas injectioninto the

overlyingpool of water, but withoutfilm boiling. The lastphase combined both
phenomena, film boiling with a non,condensiblegas injectionthrough the heat
transfer surface. The non-condensiblegas used was 99.9964 pure nitrogen.

Heat was sent through the heat transfer surfaceinto the overlyingpool of
water by means of a flexible electricheater. The pool of water was contained

in a cylindricalquartz tube which sat directly above the stainless-steelheat
transfer surface. The heat flux to the pool was measured by thermocouples

embeddedin the heat transfer plate and by measuring the mass flux of liquid
water as it condensed in the condensingsystem. Note, in the experimentwith
bubbling but no film boilingthe condensingsystemwas not used becausea large

percentageof the heat transfer occurred through sensibleheat. The liquid in
the bubbling pool phase was not kept at its saturation temperature; an

assessmentof the effect of the bubbling action on heat transfer was desired,
and not of nucleate boiling.

Finally, the pertinent data were read by a data acquisition system to

facilitate precise and accurate information. An explanation of the various
aspectsof the experimentapparatusfollows.

Test Pool

The experimental test pool had to be made from a material that would stand

up to the highest temperature that the heat transfer plate would experience,

approximately i000 K, and also allow visual observation of the phenomena. The

first of these characteristics could have been met by many materials, but the

second was very limiting. The material chosen was quartz which met both

requirements. Furthermore, quartz has a small coefficient of linear expansion,

so that the volumetric expansion of the pool, which occi_rred From room

temperature to the maximumoperating temperature, did not cause the seals at the
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top and the bottom of the pool to leak (FigureIV.2). Moreover, the pool wall
had to withstandthe thermal shocksthat took place each time the experimentwas

started. !

The cylindricaltest pool stood approximately25 cm high and had an inside
diameter of 10.16 cm, with a wall thicknessof 0.3 cm. At a height of 8 cm from

the bottom of the pool there was an entranceport for the entry of makeup fluid.
A stain]ess-steeltube was fitted through the port which directed the incoming

test fluid to a height of about 2 cm above the heat transfer p]ate.

The quartz containerwas sealed at its top by a stainless-steelplate and
a Teflon gasket. The plate was fitted with an exit tube which led to the

condensingsystem. The top plate securedthe quartz tube tothe heat transfer
plate by Ineansof four bolts. The bottom of the pool was sealed by a Durabla
heat-resistantgasket,which had a thicknessof approximately0.04 cm and an
insidediameterof 10.55 cm. This thickness is about ten times larger then the

expected thickness of the vapor film previously observed in film boiling
(Berenson,1961). lt was hoped that after film boiling started,the vapor-

Hold-downflange Guard
and bolts _ - Heater

T"F

Circularquartz I li
tube .]..L FromMakeup
co.35mm thick lOI.6mm _,..--Reservoir
stainlesssteel
heattransfer l Thermal-
plate _ mechanical

seal

Supportring Type K
and bottom micro-thermocouples
plate \ Flexibleelectric

• ThermocoupleLocation heater

Figure IV.2 Pool and heat transferplate
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liquid boundary would be as close as physicallypossible to the inside bottom
edge of the quartz pool wall. Being on the bottom edge of the wall would assure
a minimum surface area for Lhe boundary,so that the more efficientmechanism

of heat release,nucleate boiling,could be minimized. Furthermore,the inside

diameter of the gasket was made to be approximately0.04 cm larger than the
inside diameter of the pool wall so that it would be recessed back from the

wall, thus eliminatinga surfacearea over which nucleate boiling could o_cur.

To clarify, a small gap was created between the bottom of the quartz pool wall
and the heat transfer surface so that when film boiling started the vapor-

liquid boundary coincided with the bottom edge of the quartz wall, thereby
minimizingthe surfaceuponwhich nucleate boiling could occur.

Finally,the side wall and the top of the test pool were coveredwith guard
heaters to assure that there would be no subcooling between the wall and the

pool. This precautionwas taken so that measurementsof the heat flux, during
film boiling by the condensing system,would be as accurate as possible. The

temperatureof the pool wall was maintainedclose to the saturationtemperature
of water by monitoringthe thermocouplesplaced between the pool wall and guard
heaters.

Heat Transfer Surface

Figure IV.3 shows the top view of the heat transfer plate. Figure IV.3a
highlights the layout of the thermocouplesfor the heat transfer plate without

gas injectionholes, while Figure IV.3b shows the gas holes and the placement
of thermocouples specific for that plate. Table IV.I contains the actual
locationsof the thermocouplesin their respectiveheat transferplates. Also,

Figure IV.4 shows a schematicof an insideslice of the heat transferplate with
some material descriptionsand pertinentdimensions. This schematicview shows
how the thermocouple,gas orifices and heating coil were arranged within the

plate.

The first phase of this study was conductedto develop a database for film

boilingwithout a non-condensiblegas passingthrough the heat transfer plate.
This was the logical starting point, since the informationcould be compared

with existing film boilingstudies, but also it could be done before physically
drilling holes in the heat transfer plate for the gas to enter the vapor film.

Drillingholes in the heat transfer surface caused several problems which had
to be addressedbefore further experimentationcould continue.

The second part of the experimentinvolvedconstructinga new heat transfer

plate since the removal of the old heat transfer plate from the apparatus
destroyedthe implantedmicro-thermocouples. The new heat-transferplate with
gas holes was used in both the bubbling [without boiling] phase and the film

boiling [with gas injection] phase of this study. Apart frownthe gas flow
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(a) (b)

Figure IV.3 Top surfaceof the heat transfer plate

Table IV.l Thermocouple locations

Plate without holes Plate with holes

Radial Distance Depth'from Top Radial Distance Depth'from Top
TC# from Center(iron) Surface(rural) TC# from Center(_mn) Surface(mm)

1 35.3 0.72 1 35.3 5.34
2 35.3 2.95 2 35.3 0.80
3 35.3 4.97 3 35.3 3.09
4 3.9 0.74 4 20.2 3.08
5 21 .i 0.76 5 20.2 0.81
6 21.1 2.94 6 20.2 5,31
7 21.I 5.05 7 36.5 0.79

8 36.5 3.07
9 36.5 5.26

I0 2.4 0.72
11 20.2 0.79
12 36.l 0.82

qJncertainty in depth measurement is 0.02 iron a-n-c[the surface-to-thermocounle
location i,cludes the distance from the top of the therlnocouple well to the
midpoint of the thermocouple bead, which averaged 0.25 mmlfor all thermocouples.
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Figure IV.4 Heat transferplate and heater assembly

system which supplied the non-condensible gas to the holes in the heat transfer

plate, the experimental apparatus was basically identica] for all phases of this

study.

In making the heat transfer plate two very important problems had to be

addressed: I) Would the flexible coil, used to heat the plate, create the

necessaryuniformtemperatureon the upper'surfaceof the plate since the coil

was only in contact with the bottom of the plate in discrete locations, see
Figure IV.4. 2) Would the thermocouples,implantedin the plate to measure the
upper-surfacetemperatureand the heat flux through that plate, give accurate

readings? Both questions were answered analyticallybefore constructing tile
experimentalapparatus.

Figure IV.5 is the result of an analytical study which idealizeda coil
heater to be a series o'fpoint-heatsourcesbelow the heat transfer surface as

a boundarycondition. This analyticalanalysisis similarto that by Eckert and
Drake (1972);a step-by-stepprocedurecan be found in Duignan (1989). Frown
this analysis the distance between successive contacts of the coil on tile plate

was chosen to be approximately equal to the thickness of the heat transfer

plate, i.e., H/D = I in Figure IV.5. This intercoil distance would give the
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upper heat-transfersurfacea uniform temperaturefrom one contact to the next
as long as the same amountof heat was releasedat each point of contact. Since

the filamentof the heatingcoi] had a diameterof approximately3.2 mm and the
heat transfer plate had a thicknessof 6.35 mm, the chosen separation between
coils left a gap of approximatelya one coil diameterbetweensuccessivecoils.

This gap was enough for the thermocouplesand gas holes in the plate assembly
to pass through. The analyticalstudy was consideredconservative, since it

assumed that all the heat enters the plate through an infinitesimalcontact
point between the heatingcoil and heat transfer'plate. In reality, thispoint
has a finite surface and also the sides of the coil heat the plate, through
radiation. These two factorsensure a more uniformsurfacetemperaturethan the

analysis shows, because the heat from coil actually enters the plate over a
wider area than the point contact.

To obtain accurate temperaturemeasurements,it was importantto consider

how and where the thermocoupleswere to be locatedin the heat transfer plate.
Since a thermocoupleonly measures its own temperature,it was necessary to
place it where its temperaturewould closely correspondto that of the plate at

the same location,as if the thermocouplewere not present at all. Becauseof
the physical limitationsin making very long, thin thermocouplewells through
the stainless-steelheat transferplate, the thermocoupleleads, wi_ichextend

Temp(x,y-H)/Tem p(x-O,y•H)
I ...... - ...... __ I ,, , ,, _-- ;,,,,......... 1.0

0.50

0.8 0.4.o

" 0.2 _E,,:.,TED SURFACE _.._ HEATING COIL

H/D • 0.22

t _ I I

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

x/D

Figure IV.5 Idealizedtemperatureacross the top of the heat-transfersurface
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immediately from the thermocouple bead, could not be placed radially though the

heat transfer plate. OrientaLion of the leads along the radii would have been

preferred as then they would closely follow the isotherms in the plate. A less

desirable alternate orientation was chosen to have the leads exit the plate

along a vertical axis (Figure IV.4). Placed vertically through the plate, the

leads were exposed to the temperature gradient irl the plate, and, as such, could

be an avenue for a differing heat flow than the one irl the heat transfer plate.

If the resistance to heat flow in the thermocouple wires and the accompanying

probe, in which they were encased, differed from that of the heat transfer

plate, the thermocouple bead would experience a temperature different frown what

would exist if the thermocouple were not present. Knowing this possible error

in reading a plate temperature, an idealized model was developed to try to

quantify how much the thermocouple temperature would differ from the true

temperature. Assuming that the thermocouple was a fin, following an analysis

by Sparrow (1976) as a guide, it was found (Duignan, 1989) that the thermocouple

reading would differ by approximately 0.65 K from the true local temperature.

This temperature difference is relatively insignificant since the abs.olute

temperatures used in this experiment were greater by three orders of magnitude.

Therefore, the orientation of the thermocouples shown in Figure IV.4 was deemed

acceptable for the experiment.

The last important concern about the thermocouples in the heat transfer

plaLe is an accurate knowledge of their location, The Lop plate surface-tor

thermocouple distances listed in Table IV.1 is a summaLion of the distance from

the top of the plate to the bottom of thermocouple weil, from the well bottom

to the top of the thermocouple bead, and, finally, the radius of the bead

itself. The first distance was easily measured with a depth micrometer.

Measuring the last two dimensions presented more difficulty. They were

determined from measurements of similar thermocouples embedded in test blocks

which were machined to expose the thermocouple bead and the distance between the

top of the bead to the well bottom. Figure IV.6 shows two views of the

thermocouple beads, their respective lead wires, and the thermocouple probe

sheath with its MgO insulation removed. These pictures show that the bead

height is approximately 80>o of the outside diameter of the thermocouple probe,

which was approximately 0.51 mm. Figure IV.7 is a graph of actual dimensions

of a thermocouple in its weil, which was measured with a microscope on a

traversing table, accurate to I _m.

With the knowledge of the thermocouples' locations and how much their

readings differed from the true plate temperatures both the surface temperature

of plate and the heat flow through the plate could be measured once the

implanted thermocouples were calibrated. [The calibration can be found in

Appendix A2.] The calibration showed that the "true" thermocouple temperature

differed from those obtained from tabulated EMF values, published by the

National Bureau of Standards(NBS), by not more than 1.5 K over the range of

experimental temperatures. Note, "true" means a reading obtained from a
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platinum resistance thermometer which had an accuracy of better than 0.01 K.

Because of the high plate temperatures used, above 500 K, this 1.5 K maximum

temperature difference was considered insignificant and therefore the NBS

tabular" values were applied directly to determine the thermocouple temperature

from its voltage output.

Frown the thermocouple readings both the surface temperature of the plate

[by extrapolation], and the heat flux through the plate [by conduction] were

determined. An example of how those two quantities were determined is shown in

Duignan (1989).

Condensing System

Besides calculating the heat conduction through the heat transfer plate,

another means used to obtain the heat flux was by measuring the mass of water

vapor leaving the boiling chamber. This was done by condensing the vapor and

measuring the rate at which water left the system. After eliminating tile

sources of superheating and subcooling water in the test pool, this mass flux

measurement became the most accurate and primary means of measuring heat flux.

Moreover, the assessment of heat flux based on the collected condensate was

inherently more stable than the method of heat conduction. Small changes in the

temperature of the heat transfer plate led to large changes in the axial

temperature gradient through the plate, and hence, large fluctuations in the

inferred heat flux by conduction.

Figure IV.I shows how the condensing system was setup. Care was taken to

make sure that the condensers used completely condensed all the water vapor,

while not significantly increasing the pressure in the boiling chamber, which

would have changed the saturation temperature of the water. The pressure in the

test pool was periodically checked and found to be approximately 5 cm of H20
above atmospheric pressure, not enough to change significantly the saturation

temperature from the value at atmospheric pressure. Total condensation was

checked by measuring the temperature of tile exiting mixture of nitrogen, water

vapor, and water.

The only other concern in the measurement of mass flux was the loss of

water which left the condensing system with the nitrogen. To this end, the

water vapor contained in the saturated nitrogen gas leaving the condenser, was

taken into account. Furthermore, the escaping nitrogen was checked to see if

it was transporting water droplets, lt was found that no perceptible water, in

tile form of liquid, left with the gas below superficial gas velocities of

approximately 10 cm/s. As seen in Appendix A5, most of the data were for gas
velocities ')elow this value.
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Figure IV.6 Magnification of the inside of a typical thermocouple
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Figure IV.7 Mapping of a thermocouple within its well
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Gas Flow System

The non-condensiblegas-flowsystemshown in Figure IV.Iconsistedof a gas

supply reservoir,a pressurizedmetering system,and an in-linegas heater. The
in_line gas heater ensured that gas entering the experimentalapparatus was
approximatelyat the temperatureof the heat 'transferplate. Even though the

heat capacity of the nitrogen is insignificantwith respectto tilestainless-
steel apparatusor the water in the bubbling pool, its entering the system at
the temperatureof the plate ensured that no local coolingwould occur around

the jet holes, which might have created instabilities.

The gas flow rate was measured by a rotameter which was metered at

0.276 MPaabove atmospheric pressure to insure a smooth flow through the meter.

To maintain approximately the same pressure drop across all the jet holes irl the

heat transfer plate a gas plenum was used, which also included a thermocouple

to monitor the temperature of the incoming gas.

Data AcquisitionSystem

The centralized data acquisition and analysis system was constructed around

a HP 9640 system, which consisted of a 21 MX mini-computer with 112 kilobytes

of random access memory, and a 7.5 megabyte cartridge disk. [he system was

controlled by interactive software, which received transfer parameters from the

experimenter and scanned data channels upon command.

, The twelve thermocouples of the heat transfer plate were read sequentially

. at 0.1 second intervals during one minute. A one-minute interval gave fifty
temperature values for each thermocouple, which were averaged to give a

resulting temperature. Further, all thermocoupleoutputs were measured by a
pr.ogrammabledigital voltmeter with a resolution of I microvolt, and the

thermocouplescanning time was I millisecondper channel.
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V. PRESENTATIONOF RESULTS

The mechanisms of heat transfer from a surface over which film boiling
occurs and throughwhich non-condensiblegas jets emerge at discreet locations

are complex. In developing a heat-transferdatabase, attempts were made to
better understand the complex heat-transfer environment by observing film
boilingand jettingseparately. The followingsectionhas been broken down into

three parts: film boiling from a horizontalflat surface,gas jetting into an
overlying liquidpool, and film boilingand gas jetting combined.

Film BoilingOver a Horizontal Flat Surface

This sectiondescribesthe resultof two experiments,the first to observe

film boiling occurringover a "large"horizontalsurface, and second to obtain
heat transferdata to compareto the Berenson (1961)film boilingmodel. Note,

the term "large" applies to a surface which meets the criterion: D > 2Xd
(Kesselringet al., 1967). Since the diameter of the heat transfer plate used

was D = 101.6 mm and for water 2Xd ~ 54.4 mm, then the surface is considered
large.

a. Visual Observationsof Film Boiling

This subsection is an excerpt from a more detailedpaper (Duignan,et al.,
1989) and is only summarized here.

A photographicstudy of film boiling on a flat surfacewas performed to
measure the hydrodynamic parameters in the Berenson (1961) model. Specific
considerationswere given to the geometric pattern of the bubbles, the inter-

bubble spacing, and the release period of the bubbles at one specific surface

superheat. The temperatureof the plate surfacechosen for the high-speedfilms
was 735 K, thought to be well into the stable film-boilingregion (Poniewski,
1987). The measured point on the boilingcurve correspondingto the conditions
chosen for this study was,

q = 67 kW/m2, ATsAT = 362 K

where q is the average value of the boilingheat flux determinedby conductien

through the heat transfer plate [69 kW/m2] and by condensing the water'vapor

leavingtileboilingchamber [65 kW/m2]. At this superheat,the Berenson (1961)
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model predicts theheat flux to be 70 kW/In2, including a 34 radiation correction

(Brom]ey, 1948). The radiation estimate assumes a water emittance of 0.96 and

0.I0 for the polished stainless-steel plate.

To determine the optimum pool depth for observing the geometric pattern of

bubble release, a video movie was taken as the pool boiled down. Although

patterns were discernible at a depth of 20 mm, lower depths were visually

better, lt was decided to take two high-speed films, one at about a 15-mm-

liquid depth, and another at about 5 mm. Using a bubble release period of 0.20

seconds as a guide (Hosler and Westwater, 1962), a speed of 400 frames per

second for 10 seconds was chosen. This speed should catch a large number of

completebubble cycles. On .bothhigh-speedfilms a geometricbubble patternwas
discernible, but at the 15-mm-liquiddepth the pool obscured the geometry.

Therefore data 'tobe discussed were obtained on the 5-mm-deep pool. Sti]l
photographswere also taken to obtain sharperimages of the bubble pattern.

To demonstratethe spatialregularityof bubble formation,a typicalframe
from a high-speedfilm is shown FigureV.la and a more detailedstill photograph

in Figure V.2a. Figures V.lb and V.2b are tracings of their respective
pictures, to highlight the locations of the bubbles. Superimposedon the

tracings is a square grid latticewith a cell dimensionof the most dangerous

wavelengthXd (bcllmanand Pennington,1954). In general, the large circles in
the lattice, representingmature bubbles,match the bubbles most prominent in
the photographs. The circular dots, which represent the beginningof bubble

formation or the void from which a bubble had recently departed, lie in the
inter-bubblelocations. Thus, the observedpatterncorrespondsto the idealized

pattern of bubble releaseproposed by Sernas (1973).

In Figures V.1 and V.2, the superimposedsquare grid latticedoes not fit

perfectlyon the bubble structure. Lienhardand Schrock (1963)report that the
underlying geometricpattern of the bubbles becomes distorted by drift in the

distancebetweenreleasesites and by the horizontalmovementof bubblesas they
rise in a turbulent pool. Ideally, the heat transfer plate should be
isothermal. However, there was a temperature difference of a approximately 35

K from the centerline to the outer edge ef the plate. Lao (1969) showed that

this thermal gradient has a negligible effect on the inter-bubble spacing, but

it can have a noticeable effect on tile frequency of the Taylor wave. The
vertica] boundaries of the heat transfer chamber can also cause several

problems. Most of the height of the vertical wall which contained the boiling

fluid was at the temperature of the pool. The bottom of the vertica] wa]l was

less than 0.5 mm from the heat transfeF plate. Both superheated vapor and a

solid thermal insulator existed between the plate and the vertical wa]], and

there was a large thermal gradient across this gap. This thermal gradient may

have caused the vapor film [o be unstable, and may have introduced some nucleate

boiling around the inside bottom perimeter of the circular quartz tube.
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(a) (b)

Figure V.l Single frame fromthe high-speedfilm of film boiling
(Waterat I atm., ATBAT ~ 362 K, q ~ 67 kW/m2)

(a) (b)

Figure V.2 Still photographof film boiling
(Waterat I atm., ATsAT ~ 319 K, q ~ 63 kW/m_)
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The high-speed films providP.denough informationto calculate the heat

transferduring film boiling from measurementsof the inter-bubblespacing,the
diameter of the bubble as it left the vapor-liquidinterface,and the bubble's
release period. These resultsare summarizedbelow.

For the inter-bubblespacings,52 spacingswere measured from 45 different
photographicframes. The averagespacing was,

)kd,MEASURED= 27.9 mm

with a sample standard deviationof 3°9 mm. This measurementis within 2.6P_of
the theoreticalmost dangerouswavelength,i.e.,

Xd : 2_[3o'/(g(p_. - pf))]1/2 27.2 mm

From 68 observationsthe average diameterwas Db = 26.8 mm, with a sample
standard deviation of 2.3 mm. The sIiaIIowpool was not sufficientlydeep for
bubbles to form and break off from the vapor film, so they broke while still

having a large hemisphericalshape. To compare the volumes of hemispherical
bubbles based on deep pool conditions,the hemisphericalbubble volumes were

equated to equivalent spherical volumes to obtain an equivalent spheFical
diameter, i.e.,

D = Db/(2)I13= 21.3 mm

Comparing this diameter to the most dangerous wavelength gives D = Xd/I.28,
which is close to the result obtained by Hos]er and Westwater (1962), i.e.,

D = Xd/i.45.

For the releaseperiod, 61 observationswere made from the film which was

opticallymarked at 100 Hz. The average period measured was,

q-= 0.27 seconds

with a sample standard deviation of 0.04 seconds. This result is larger than

the value of 0.20 seconds previously reported by Hosler and Westwater (1962) at
the minimum film-boiling superheat.
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The measured values for the spacing, diameter, and release period of the
bubbles Were used to make an additional heat balance. This valf4ewas for

comparison to the average heat flux of 67 kW/m2 measured by conductionthrough
the test plate and condensatecollection,as previouslydescribed. The boiling
heat flux is given by,

volume of vapor bubbles (effective heat
= x x frequency x density x \of vaporization)

q bubble area

q = [(4/3)w(D/2)3] [21(Xd,MEASURED )2] [I/'r] [/of][hfg+ 0.5CpfATsA.r]

Assumingan average film temperatureof 554 K, the heat flux calculatedfrom the

photographicparametersis 50.4 kW/m2, which is within 25>0of the averageof the
heat fluxesmeasured by conduction and condensation(67 kW/m2).

b. Film Boiling with No Gas Injection

Film boilingwith a non'condensiblegas jet emergingfrom the heat transfer

surface reaches an asymptotewhen the velocity of the jet goes to zero. That
is, withouta gas jet, there should remainowllyfilm boiling;thereforethe heat

transfer should be governed by the mechanism of film boiling. Obtaining heat
transferdata for only film boilingwould not only be a baseline asymptote, by

which to comparetileheat transfer when the jet velocity is larger than zero,
but it would be a means to compare to other film boilingmodels and data.

The film boilingmodel of Berenson (1961),

, 3/4 (v t)
qBER= hBERATsAT= "425[kf3gpf(PP.." pf)hfg / #fDp.]TMATBAT

was chosen for comparisonbecauseof itsdemonstratedaccuracyfor several'fluids
[better than ±20°_as shown by Berenson (1962), Hosler and Westwater (1962),
Frederkinget al. (1966),and Ramilisonand Lienhard (1987)]. Data are scarce

for water over large horizontal flat surfaces., ttosler and l'lestwater (1962)

showed film boiling data for water, but only up to surface superheats of about

220 K. Berenson (1961), who did not use water in his experiments, stated that

while his model was developed for the conditions near the minimum film boiling

point (MFB) it "...probably applies to temperature differences [surface

superheats] as high as [~556K] for some fluids." For this study, the maximum

surface superheat attained was ATsAT = 567 K [Run i, 9/22/87 in Table A5.1], so
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this should be a good testto see if his statementholds for water at atmospheric

pressure. Higher superheatswere not possible becausenucleate boilingon the
quartz containerwall could not be suppressed.

Investigatingfor conditionsnear the minimum film boiling point Berenson
(1961)did not have to be concernedwith the radiationfrom the heat transfer

surface because it was insignificant. At higher surface temperatures, the
radiativecontributionto the overall heat transfer increasesto a point where

it must be included for his model to remain accurate. At the highestmeasured

surface temperature, TSURF : ATsAT + TSAT : 567 K + 373 K : 940 K, the heat
transfer in the form of radiation is about 7.24 of the total. This value is

based on a total normal emittance for the po]ished metal surface of 0.26 and

0.96 for the vapor-liquidinterface. Note, the correct total emittancewhich
should be used for the metal and water surfaces is hemispherical. Tota]
hemisphericalemittance data are scare, but Sparrowand Cess (1970) point out

that the differencein magnitudebetweenhemisphericaland normal emittancesis
lessthan the measurementuncertaintiesof thesequantitiescausedby differences
in surface condition. Therefore,total normal emittancedata are used whenever
the total emittance is needed.

Figure V.3 comparesthe experimentaldata to the Berensonmodel, presenting

it in terms of the measured quantities q and ATBAT, as opposed to the

dimensionlessform of EquationIII.21with jet= O. Using the latter to present
the data would include the uncertainties 11 the thermo-physicalproperties,

shown in Appendix A6, as well as in the measured quantities,shown in Appendix
A4, Table A4.1

As mentioned,the radiativecontributionmust be taken into accountat high
surface temperatures. To make the comparison in Figure V.3, the quantity of

heat transfer due to radiationwas subtracted from the measured heat flux by
using Equation II.7, i.e.,

qCOND : q - 3/4 qRADIATION

and from Equation II.8,

I

qBAD = hRADATsAT = (TSB [I/EBB + I/Ej_-i] "I (TsuRF4- TSAT4)

L
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The total emittance,(s._,is a functionof temperatureand its normal component
can be found in Appendix A6. Note that the water vapor in the film is assumed

to be radiative(y non-participating,that is, the emission and absorption

properties of the vapor'are insignificantacross the thicknessof the vapor
film. Sparrow (1964)states that for film boiling "...theemissivit,'of steam
at atmosphericpressure appears to be less than 0.01..." because of the thin

vapor film and therefore, "....the effect of such an emissivity on the heat
transfer is completelynegligible."

Figure V.3 stvowsthat the film boilingmodel, EquationV.I, representsthe
data weil, but at lower surface superheatsthe data are systematicallylower
than the model. On the average,the data differ by 6.84 from tilemodel over the

entire range of measured surface superheats and nowhere is the difference

greater than 17_o.The datawere also correlatedto a best fit curve [by letting
the coefficient,0.425, in Equation V.I, float] to determine if it could be

improved for water. The coefficient obtained was 0.417, with a standard
deviation of 0.003. At the 994 confidence level the range of the coefficient

is [0.409,0.425],therefore, the 24 difference between the two correlation
coefficientsis insignificant. The coefficient_izI/4= 0.425 will be used when

correlatingthe data on gas-flux-enhancedfilm boiling to Equation III.21.

Anotherway of presentingthe data, shown in Figure V.3, is in terms of the
heat transfer coefficient,Figure V.4. The latter figure shows the relative
constant value of the heat transfer coefficient,characteristicof stable film

boiIing.

Gas Jetting into an Overlying LiquidPool

Before presenting the data on gas-flux-enhanced film boiling it is

interestingto look at the heat-transferenvironmentwhen discreetly located
jets emerge into an overlying pool of liquid with no boiling occurring. As
shown in Section IV, Figure IV.3, there were nine gas jet holes in the heat

transfer surface, separated sufficientlyto be considered "sparsely" located,
as explainedin Section II. ThE holes were arrangedto coincidewith 'thebubble

releasepattern, shown in FiguresV.lb and V.2b. A detailedexplanationof the
experimentalprocedureand resultsare given in a recentpaper (Duignanet al.,
1990) and will only be suBnarizedhere.

The data are presepted in Tables AS.2a and A5.2b. The latter table was
includedto show that pool height had to be considered.The data were obtained

by maintaining the superficial gas vel°citYe[Jn:i_-he 6.4(_+0.8) cm/s] and the heatflux [q = 26.9(_+0.7) kW/ht2] constant, whil pool height was varied from

2.5 cm to 15 cre. For heights below 6 cm the heat transfer coefficient decreased
l_n:mv.lu wlfh ;_clprrr:_.p in nnnl hpinht. For nnol heights of 6 cm and clreater,

........ j ................... r- - - .J |
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the heat transfer coefficient remained relatively constant [h ~ 5400(+200)
W/m2K]. To eliminatethe added complicationof the effect of pool height on the

heat transfer, the data shown in Figure V.5 are only for heights above 11 cm,

as shown in Table AS.2a. The mean values of data [i.e.,for q, h, and jg] are
followed by a number in parentheseswhich is the sta_Idarddeviation of the
value, as shown above and in Figure V.5.

Included in Figure V.5 are the data of Kolbel et al. (1958) and the
correlationof Fair et al. (1962). Even though these studies involved heat
transfer surfaces that were neither f]at, horizontal,nor the source of.the

bubbling, as was the case in the present study, their data show reasonable
agreement with the present measurements. Also shown in Figure V.5 is the

Konsetov turbulent heat transfer model [EquationII.ll] with the coefficient
changed from 0.19 to 0.28. This change in the coefficientcauses the Konsetov

model to be bounded by the present experimentaldata. [The water properties
were extrapolatedfrom the tabulatedvalues given in Eckert and Drake (1972)].
This new correlationcoefficient,0.28, was obtainedby a least-squaresfit to
the present experimental data for j > 2 cm/s. The 47.°_increase in the

magnitude of the coefficient for wa_er over the original 0.19, given by
Konsetov, is consistentwith the observationof Greene (1989) who found that,

on the average, the measured bubbling heat transfer coefficient from a water

pool to a vertical boundaryexceeded the Konsetovmodel prediction by the same
margin.

An interesting result shown in Figure V.5 is that for superficialgas
velocitiesgreater than 0.6 cres, the heat transfer from a solid surface to a
liquid pool is neither dependent on the orientation of the heat transfer

surface, horizontal or vertical,nor on the locationof the bubbling source,
that is, whether the bubbles pass through the heat transfer surface itself or

z come from some other, lower,surface. These observationssupport the following
hypotheses: i) the bubbles that are formed at and leaving the heat transfer'

surface contribute little to the local heat transferwhen they are "sparsely"
located, 2) the superficialgas velocity frownthe heat transfer surface is

adequateto maintain the turbulencein the liquidpool, and 3) the pool is deep
enough not to affect the steady-state turbulent structure in the pool.
Hypotheses (2) and (3) will be discussed, although direct measuremer_tsof

turbulence in the pool were not made during the course of this investigation.

With respect to the first hypothesis, it was previously discussed in
Section II at what distance the bubbling holes must be p]aced in a horizontal

:i

surface to consider the inter-bubbleeffects negligible. The fact that these

effects can be ignored for this investigationare substantiated by using a
criterionthat was developedby Kutate]adzeand Styrikovich,as found in WalIis
(1969). They showed that when the gas leavingan orifice exceeds a certain

velocity, it no longer forms bubb]es at the orificebut forms a jet, which

,_',, I,, ,,
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breaks into bubbleslater in the pool. Applyingthe Kutateladzeand Styrikovich
criterionto the presenttests, predictsthat at a local jet velocityof greater
than 32 m/s the gas aill leave the orifice as a jet, instead of as bubbles.

This local gas velocity translates into a superficial gas velocity of
approximately2.8 cm/s in the present apparatus. In Figure V.5 there is no

discernible change in the heat transfer coefficient at that gas velocity,
suggesting that the bubbles which form and break off from an orifice do not

control the heat transfer from that surfacewhen they are located far enough
away from each other. If the formingof bubbles had a controllingeffect, it
would be observedthe moment the bubblescould no longer form at the orifice,

i.e., at jg > 2.8 cm/s in this experiment. This cut-off velocity was
substantiate_lby photographicobservations.

The situation impliedby the second hypothesis is attained once the heat

transfer coefficientceases to be stronglydependent upon the superficialgas

velocity. That is, for jg > 2 cm/s the data are boundedby Konsetov'sturbulent
pool model which would suggest that the liquid pool was turbulent.

Finally, the third hypothesis was investigated by varying the poo] height,

Table A5.2b. The Konsetov model assumes that the characteristic length scale,

the average size of a turbulent eddy, is a constant since he assumed it only to

be a. function of the inside diameter of the pool. His database came from. two

studies which used pool heights much greater than their inside diameter. For

pool heights of greater than 6 cre, which is 609 of the inside diameter

[10.16 cml of the pool used, the heat transfer coefficient was found not to

vary.

The functional relationship between the heat transfer in pool bubbling with

"sparsely" located jets and the superficial gas velocity is of interest. From

Equation ][I.11 it can be seen that h orfq(j=o.25)f(j.g0'22)'Thiandssfr°mimilariEquati°ntymay111.21be aof the film boiling model, h or q : g.
coincidence or may mean that the increase In the heat transfer owing to the
presence of a jet has similar causes. Assumed here is that the mode] leading
to Equation lIT.21 is close to the true physical situation, a fact to be
determinedfrownthe experimentaldata.

Film Boiling and Gas Jetting Combined

The primary goal was Lo develop a database for gas-flux-enhancedfilm

boiling. To that end, this section presentsmost of the averageddata on heat
flux and then the correlationof that data to the semi-empiricalmodel, Equation

III.21. These results are for water pools greater than 10 cm in height, to
. avoid the shallow-pool effects discussed in the previous section.



a. DatabaseOn Gas-Flux-EnhancedFilm Boiling

Figure V.6 shows the actual measured heat flux as a function of the

superficialgas velocitywith surfacesuperheatas the parameter [the superheat

value shown is followed by a number in parentheses containing the standard
deviation]. The figure depicts all of the averageddata frownTable A5.3 with
a few exceptions. The experimentalruns 3a, 3b, 4a and 4b; 10/26/88 are for

higher superficial gas velocities than shown in the figure, but they were for
only one surfacesuperheat,thereforethere was no basis for comparisonto other
superheats. Also, the word "averaged"was used to describe the data shown.

These data are listedin Table A5.3 under the title "AverageValues"and are the
averaged values of several experimental runs, made to observe their
reproducibility. The complete set of data is shown in the columnsto the left

of the "Average Values"of Table A5.3.

The ranges of the data shown in Figure V.6 for both the surface superheat,
e

ATsAT, and superficialgas vel°citY'eag'thwere not arbitrarilychosen but were setby the physical limitationsof experimentalapparatus and tilephenomena
being measured. For the lowest superheats, 159 K and 211 K, the data do not

extend over the entire range of j_. At the lower superheats,care had to be
taken not to fall out of film boiTing because of the proximity to the minimum

film boiling point (MFB). For water at atmosphericpressure, Hosler and
Westwater (1962)measured the MFB to be at a surface superheatof 158 K; this

study observed 115 K. One criterion (Poniewski, 1987) for film boiling
postulates that when the surface temperature is below the liquid critical

temperature and above that at the MFB, a small percentage of liquid still

touches the heat transfer surface [for water: TCRITICAL~ 647 K or ATsAT ~ 274
K]. With the introductionof gas jets from the surface,the physical situation

becomes more unstable and possibly leads to a higher percentage of liquid

touching the surface. At a constant heat flux, increasingthe amount of liquid
solid contacts will eventuallycause a spontaneousshift from film boiling to
transition boiling and, finally, to nucleate boiling. In other words, it

appearsthat the requiredsurfacesuperheatat the MFB increaseswith increasing

!g (Duignanand Greene, 1988)becauseof the increasedinstabilitycaused by the
jet. For surface superheatsof 159 K, 211 K, and 271 K film boilingcould not

be maintained for approximatelyjg > I cm/s, jg > 4 cm/s and jg > 10.5 cm/s,
respectively.

Another physical limitation was the surface superheat. Heat transfer

measurementswere made for surfacesuperheatsgreaterthan those listedin Table

A5.3 but were not includedbecause of the presence of nucleate boiling on the
boiling pool wail. As explained under ExperimentalApparatus, care was taken

to minimize any nucleate boiling but when the surface temperatureof the heat
transferplate rose above approximately650 °C, its occurrencewas unavoidable.
Also of concern at high temperatureswas the oxidation of the heat transfer
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surfacethat occurredduring the severalhours needed for each experimentalrun.
Below a surfacetemperatureof about 650 °C,the plate was minimallyoxidizedand

could be cleaned off by the removalof a negligible amount of surface metal.
This assuredthat the plate-to-thermocoupledistanceswere negligiblyaffected;

thus, accuratetemperatureextrapolationscould be made.

The last limitationwas for superficialgas velocitiesabove 9 cm/s. At

aboutjg = 9 or 10 cm/s, nitrogen flowedthroughthe condensingsystem at a rate
which caused droplets of water to be carried through the system with the gas,
and consequently,were not captured in the collectionsystem. To measure the

data as accuratelyas possible,most measurementswere made for superficialgas

velocitiesunder jg ~ 8.5 cm/s.

Figure V.6 also includesthe measured values for the heat flux at j : O.
These values were obtained by interpolatingbetween the values shown ingTable

A5.1. Heat flux measurementscould not be made at jq = 0 in the gas-flux-

enhanced phase of this study becauseat approximatelyja-< 0.6 cm/s some of the
jets stoppedbubbling. A furtherreductionin gasflow-would have caused back-
flooding into the gas plenum throughthe l-mm-diameterjet holes.

Figure V.6 shows that the non-condensiblegas enhances the heat flux from
the heat-transfersurface,at all superheats. Unfortunately,the trend of this

heat flux increase is not evident over the range of gas velocitiesmeasured.

lt appears that the slope of the data decreaseswith increasingjg, leadingto
a possible conclusion that the heat flux reaches an asympt.oticvalue at large
gas velocities. The fact that the heat flux becomes a weak function of the

superficialgas velocity is consistentwith pool bubbling, as shown in Figure
V.5. Even so, there is no basis for extrapolatingthe observed trend of the

data in Figure V.6 beyond the range of gas velocities actually tested since a

flow regimetransitionfrom bubbly flow to churn-turbulentflow is expected for
a superficialgas velocityof approximately10 cm/s.

b. Correlationof ExperimentalData to the Semi-EmpiricalModel

Equation III.21 shows two free constants, i.e., /_iand _ql,but only one,

#I,needs to be determined. As mentioned in the Results, the coefficient#11_/4

equals 0.425 from the Berenson (1961) model. Also since #qlis dimensionless

then the remainingcoefficient,_i,has the reciprocaldimensionsof jg. Figure

V.7 is dimensionless,so that any dimensionalquantitycan be used for #iand jg.
z Moreover, as shown in Figures V.5 and V.6, the dimensions [cm/s] are used for

• jg because of its common use in the literature. The coefficientwas determined
by correlatingthe data so that the sum of the squared differencesbetween the
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model and the data was minimizedo The result is.'

,#1 : 0.068 (cm/s) "1

and #t has a standard deviation of 0.005 (cm/s) "I and for a 994 confidence level

has a range of [0.053 (cre/s) "I, 0.083 (cm/s)'1]. This correlation was based on

all of the averaged data shown in Table A5.3 after subtracting the radiation
contribution to the total heat flux.

Superimposed on the correlated data in Figure V.7 are three lines. The

solid line represents a perfect correlation to the model and the broken lines

are ±154 bounds, which encompass over 904 of the experimental data. The

difference of the data from the correlation line cannot be explained by the

measurement uncertainties, as seen in Appendix A4. Ruling out this possible
source of error' it is concluded that the observed differences must emanate from

the inadequacies of the semi-empirical model, Equation 111.21.

Based on the similar fluctuations of the heat flux data around

Nu/Nu(j_=O) = I as seen in Figures V.3, V.4 and V.7 to the widely accepted

Berenso_ (1961) model, Equation I]1.21 adequately represents the experimental

data when radiation is negligible or when the component of the heat transfer,

due to radiation, is removed from the total heat flux. Further comparisons

between the experimental data and Equation 111.21 can be found in Duignan

(1989).



VI. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

This section again is broken down into the three major areas of

investigations, i.e., stable film boiling, pool bubbling, and film boiling with

gas- fl ux-enhancement.

Stable Film Boiling

I.) From visualobservationsof stablefilm boilingover a large horizontalflat
surface bubbles are released in an orderly patternwhich conforms to a square

grid with a cell dimensionof the most dangerouswavelength,Xd.

2.) The heat flux in film boiling over a large horizontal flat surface at a

single superheat can be estimated within 25_ of the actual heat flux by

measurementsof:the most dangerouswavelength,Xd, the bubble releasediameter,
D, and the bubble releaseperiod,_-,assumingthat two bubblesare releasedfrom

a >,d2 area per period.

3.) On the average, the Berenson film boilingmodel, EquationV.I, represents
within 7_ the heat flux from a large horizontal flat surface, over which film

boilingof water occurs. Further,the model is applicablenear the nlinimumfilm
boilingpoint and up to surface temperaturesof, at least,950 K, as long as the
radiationcontributionto the heat flux is included in the form of Equation
II.6.

Pool Bubbling

i.) For the pattern of gas jet holes in the heat-transfersurface, Figure IV.3,
. and for the inside pool diameter" of 10.16 cm it was found that, at a constant

superficial gas velocity, the heat transfer coefficient decreased when the pool

_ height fell below 6 cm, Table A5.2b. Moreover, above pool heights of 6 cm the

heat transfer coefficient remained relatively constant [for jq = 6.4 cm/s,
h ~ 5400 Wm2K]. The bubbling pool was visually turbulent at all helghts but was
les_ so at its lowest, 2.5 cre. The reduction in the measured heat transfer

coefficient was probably caused by a reduction in the turbulent eddy movement

or a reduction in the turbulent eddy size itself. However, direct measurements
of the eddies were not made.

2.) For pool heightsgreater than 6 cre,the heat transfercoefficientis a weak

functionof tilesuperficialgas ve]ocity. The functionalrelationshipof h to

i_ may be similar to that shown in the Konsetov model representedby Equation11, i.e.,h = f(j o.22) When the coefficientof that equationwas determined
• g , •
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to be 0.28 (m/s)"0'22for water [by correlationtu the present data] insteadof
the 0.19 (m/s)0'22 as given by Konsetov, that model is bounded by all the

experimentaldata. Further,it appearsthat the main functionof the "sparsely"
locatedjets is to maintain the pool turbulent and well mixed. Over the range

measured,changes in the jet velocitydid little to change the general level of

agitationin the pool.

Film BoiIing with Gas-Flux-Enhancement

I.) Over the range of superficialgas velocitiesused, the effect of the gas
jetting on the film boiling was to increase the surface heat transfer, at a

constant surface superheat. The increase is approximatelytwo-fold over heat

transfer without gas jetting at jg ~ 8.5 cm/s.

2.) The heat transfer is increasedby gas jetting at all the surfacesuperheats
observed.

3.) When the surface superheatis close to the minimum film-boilingpoint, the

introductionof the gas jets tends to cause the film to collapse to nucleate
boiling, unless the surface temperature is increased. This finding suggests

that the requiredminimum film boiling superheatmay increasewith an increase

in jg.

4.) The semi-empirical model, Equation 111.21, r:F._sents film boiling with gas

jetting for water with an uncertainty of ±154.

A _+159uncertainty in the model presented, Equation III.21, for gas-flux-

enhanced heat transfer by film boiling was expected because it was based on a

film-boiling model which already had an uncertainty of approximately ±7_, and
had uncertaintiesfrom the simple assumptionsmade in the model development.
The heat and mass transfer mechanisms of gas-flux-enhancedfilm boiling are

complex, but the presentmodel may be improvedby improvingon the assumptions
which were made. For example, the pressure gradient in the vapor film, that

causes vapor movement in fiim boiling,may not have the direct proportionality
assumedto the pressuregradientset up in the vapor film near a gas jet. Also,
it is not known where the jets lie with respect to the forming film boiling

bubbles,whether inside or out. lt seems logical that the bubbles would avoid

crossingover the gas jets so they can form and breakoff; otherwise,they would
be destroyedby these jets. lt is also possible that partiallyformed bubbles
are destroyedby the jets and the vapor,releasedfrom the bubbles, is entrained

away from the heat transfer surface. Clearly, to improve on the present
modeling a better knowledgeof how the vapor is transportedaway from the film

is necessary.
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A comprehensive understanding on how film boiling heat transfer is affected

by gas jetting can only be obtained with more extensive experimentation to
include variation of:

* the number of gas jet holes in the heat transfer plate.

* the type of liquid in the pool.

* the degree of pool subcooling.

* the pressure above the liquid pool.

* the type of non-condensible gas of the jets.

lt is generally concluded that when there is a surface over which film

boiling occurs and from which gas jets emerge, the actual heat transfer from

that surface can only be accurately ascertained when including the effects of

those jets. Equation 111.21 is a useful approximation to the enhancement of

film boiling heat transfer caused by jetting, as is illustrated in Appendix A7.
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APPENDIXAl: ANALYTICALMODEL TO STABLE FILM BOILING

Presented here is an order of magnitude comparison of the terms in the
radial component of the momentum equation. The purpose is to justify the

general differentialequation used as the starting point for the analytical
modeling of stable film boiling (Bromley, 1948; Berenson, 1961) and for the
current problem. Also, it is shown that when two different choices of the

boundary condition at y = 6 are made, the governing equation takes the same
general form; a fact used in the model development.

Figures II.ld and III.la show the idealized physical model and the

assumptions are:

I) The vapor flows only radially into a bubble, i.e., Vr; v(9=Vy: O.
2) The inertial forces in the vapor film are negligible in comparison with the

viscous forces, i.e., Ref =-gr6/Vt < I.
3) From (2) the vapor flow is laminar.

4) The change in height of the vapor-liquid boundary between bubbles is

negligible compared to the average height of the bubble above the interface,
i.e., A6/_.<< I.

Frownassumptionone,

vr(r,y)= vapor velocity in the film

and v(9 = v = 0 everywhere in the vapor film between r I and r 2. These conditionsY
give the momentum equation the following form,

Vr_)vrl{)r = -i/pf {)pl{)r + uf[{)2vrlSr 2 + llr {)Vrl{)r + {}2Vrl{)y2 - Vr/r2 ]

(A1.1)

and the continuity equation results in,

{)Vr/Or+ vrlr= 0 (Al.2)

When applyingEquation AI.2 to EqiIationAI.I the sum of the first, second

and fourth terms in the brackets is identicallyzero. Therefore,the equation
of Newton's second law applied along a radius takes the form,
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VrSVrlSr= -1lp 8plBr-_ lJf82vrlSY2 (AI.3)

The inertial and viscous terms are compared by an order of magnitude
analysis, i. e.,

, VrOVr/Sr ,,, Vr2/r 1 and u_2Vr/C3y2',, l,'fVr/62

Here, rI is the radius of the bubble while Vr and 6 are the average vapor
velocity and the height of the vapor film, respectively. Their magnitudesare
assumed,

r"I ~ Xdl4 = 0.0272m /4 = 6.8 x 10.3m

6 ~ 30 #m (Berenson,1961)

Taking the heat transfer results from a typical experimental run, the
magnitudesof the vapor velocity and the kinematicviscositycan be obtained,

Run No.i, 9/22/87 (Table A5.1)

q = 116.3 kW/m2.,TSURFACE = 667°C

thereforeTfilm ,,, 657 K, making the propertiesof water vapor at I atm

z,,_",, 6 x I0 5 m2/s and /of ,',' 0.53 kg/rfl3



and assuming that all the heat goes intomaking vapor,

Fr ~ ql(pfhfg) = 116.3 1 (0.53 x 2257) = 0.097 mls

The terms can now be compared,

inertial: Vr{)vrlOr~ _r2/rl : (0.097)2/(6.8xi0"3) = 1.4 mls2

viscous: v632Vr/Oy2~ Vf_r/62= (6x10"5)(O.O97)/(3x10-5)2 = 6.5xi03 m/s2

The assumption of negligible inertial forces seems to be valid based on the

comparison of terms.

Since tile pressure gradient term in Equation AI.3 cannot be small compared

f.o the viscous term because it is from this pressure difference that tile vapor

in the film has movement, then the resulting governing equation is,

0 : -dp/dr + /_fd2Vrldy2 (AI.4)

Equation AI.4 assumes that t)p/Or is independent of y from r = r I to r = r 2,
therefore tile vapor velocity has the form,

vr = 1/(2/_f) dp/dr y2 + ClY + C2

and the constants Ci, C2 can be determined from the following boundary
conditions:

b.c. 1: vr = 0 at y = 0 ; b.c. 2: vr = Vr6 at y = 6
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therefore,

vr = 1/(2/_f) dp/dr 62(y/6) 2 + [Vr6 - 1/(2/_f) dp/dr 52](y/6)
(AI .5)

6

and in terms of the mean velocity: Vr : 1/5 f vrdY
0

i.e., vr = 1/2 Vr6 - 1/(12/_f) dp/dr 62 (A1.6)

The actual velocity of the boundary at y = 6 is not known but the general

form of Equation AI.6 was shown by Bromley (1948) to be,

Vr = 1/(/_/_f) dp/dr 62 (A1.7)

If the boundary at y = 6 is chosen to be stationary, i.e., it acts as a fixed

wall, then b.c.2 becomes Vr6 = 0 which makes # = 12 from Equation AI.6.
Moreover, if the boundary at y = 6 is chosen such that no shear stress exists

between the vapor and liquid, then b.c.2 is actually dvr/dyly= 6 = 0 which forces

the vapor velocity to be Vr6 = -I/(2#f) dp/dr 52, from Equation AI.5.

Substituting this Vr6 into Equation AI.6 makes the constant /_ = 3. As stated,
the true boundary movement is not known but from Berenson's (1961) correlation

of his film boiling heat transfer data p~ 7.3, which is close to the aritllmetic

average of the aforementioned constants.

The form of Equation AI.6 shows that the vapor velocity at y = 5, Vr6, is

a linear addition to the averagE, vapor velocity, Vr, in the vapor film, resulting

in an equation having the form of Equation AI.7. This aspect of Equation AI.7
will be used to develop a model for the current problem.
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APPENDIX A2" CALIBRATIONOF THE HEAT TRANSFER PLATE THERMOCOUPLES

Calibrationsof the thermocouplesused in both heat transferplates, i.e.,

with and without gas injectionholes, were done separately, lt was assumed
initiallythat the same set of thermocoupleswas to be used for both phases of
the experiment,thereforea second set would not have been necessary. However,

when it was determinedthat a second set would be necessary,the experience in
using the first set was carried over to the second,as is explainedbelow. As
can be seen from Tables A2.1 and A2.2 the first calibration was far more
extensivethan the second.

lt was found during the first calibration that the temperature readings

obtained from type K micro-thermocouples,based on standard millivolt versus
temperaturetables issuedby the NationalBureauof Standards,did not vary more
than 1.5 K from the Platinum Resistance Thermometer standard used for

calibration. On the average,those thermocouplereadings varied approximately
0.75 K from the temperaturestandardover the entire range measured,from 25°C

to 570°C. The important temperature range for this experiment was for film
boiling where the temperature of the heat transfer plate was not lower than
200°C. This means that the relativetemperatureuncertaintywould be less than

14 if the standard temperaturetables were used to determine tlmethermocouple
temperatures. With this knowledge, the second set of thermocouples was not

calibrated as extensively as the first. The second set was just checked at

three temperature points to make sure that they were as accurate and precise as

the first set, after which the standard thermocouple tables were used to

determine the temperature.

lt shouldbe noted that the calibrationfor the first set of thermocouples

was very carefullydone over a three week period but the procedurewill not be
includedbecauseof its length and detail. The averagesand standarddeviations
shown in Table A2.1 may not be determinablefrom the thermocoupletemperatures

listed since the resultswere roundedoff and truncated;temperatureswere not
neededto the accuracy obtained from tilecalibrationso they were only listed
to the significantfigureswhich have absolute certainty.
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Table A2.1 Thermocouplecalibrationfor heat transfer plate
without gas holes

,

Temperature* ThermocoupleTemperatureReadings*"
RTD (_C)

Standard TCI TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6 TC7

25.05 25.2 25.2 25.2 25.2 25.2 25.2 25,2
76.03 76.8 76.9 76.8 76.7 76.8 76.7 76.9

+100.02 101.1 101.3 101.1 101.1 101.1 101.1 101.2
224,47 226.0 225.7 226,1 226_0 226.2 226.0 225.6
281o38 283.0 282,4 283,0 282°9 283oi 282.9 282°3
323.92 323.3 323.3 323,4 323.4 323.5 323.4 323.2
338,88 340.2 339.4 340.2 340.1 340.3 340.1 339.3
359.64 358.9 358.7 359,0 358.9 359,1 359.0 358.6
402°45 403.8 402.9 403.9 403.8 403.9 403.7 402.7
404.91 406.3 405.3 406.3 406.2 406°3 406.2 405.1
434.77 436.0 435.0 436.0 436.0 436.0 435.9 434.8
468.18 468.5 467.2 468.6 468,6 468,5 468.3 467.2
489,11 490.1 489.1 490.3 490,2 490.2 490.0 488.9
509,30 510.2 509.1 510.3 510,3 510.3 510.1 509.0
569.12 569.6 568.4 569.8 569.7 569.6 569.4 568.2

z
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Table A2.1 (continued)

Temperature Temperature
RTD Average Std. Dev.

Standard TC8 TC9 TCIO TC11 (All) (All) (I'Av(_-TI_TD)

25.05 25.2 25.2 25.2 25.2 25.2 0.0 0.2
76.03 76.8 76.9 76.9 76.8 76.8 0.1 0.8
100.02 101.1 101.3 101.2 101.2 1'01.2 0.1 1.1
224.47 226.0 225.8 225.7 226.1 225.9 0.2 1.5
28I.38 282.9 282.5 282.3 283.0 282.7 0.3 1.4
323.92 323.3 323.3 323.2 323.4 323.3 0.1 -0.6
338.88 340.1 339.6 339.3 340.3 339.9 0.4 1.0
359.64 358.8 358.7 358.6 359.0 358.8 0.2 -0.8
402.45 403.7 403.0 402.7 403.8 403.4 0.5 1.0
404.91 406.1 405.5 405.1 406.3 405.9 0.5 1.0
434.77 435.9 435.1 434.8 436.1 435.6 0.5 0.8
468.18 468.3 467.3 467.0 468.4 468.0 0.7 -0.2
489.11 490.0 489.1 488.8 490.2 489.7 0.6 0.6
509.30 510.1 509.3 509.0 510.4 509.8 0.6 0.5
569.12 569.5 568.6 568.1 569.7 569.1 0.7 0.0

* The temperaturestandarduse.dwas a Leeds and NOr'i_hrup-Platinum
ResistanceThermometer(RTD)calibratedagainst the National Bureau
of Standard'scertifiedmaster standard.
** TC's 1,3,4,5,6,8and 11 were chosen to be placed in the heat
transferplate becausethey had the best precisionamong the eleven
tested'.

+ A hypsometerwas used for a saturationpoint measurementat room
temperature as an extra check on accuracy of measurement. Its
readingwas: T= I00.015('C@ p=760.4mmHg and the actual RTD reading
was T= I00.017°C.
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Table A2.2 Thermocouplecalibrationfor heat transfer plate
with gas holes

i,

ThermocoupleTemperatureReadings(°C)'k

Temperature
Standard TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6 TC7 TC8

0.0 0.i 0.2 0,2 0.2 0,2 0.2 0.2 0.2
99.6 i00.I 100o2 100.2 100.2 100.2 100.2 100.2 100.2

203.1 204.4 204,4 204.5 204_3 204,3 204.5 204.5 204.4

fable A2.2 (continued)

Temperature

Temperature Averale St_i DevStandard TC9 TCI0 TCll TCI2 (All ( l) iTAvG"T'$TD)

0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0,2 0,2 0.0 0.2
99.6 100.3 100.2 I00.i 100.3 100,2 0.1 0.6

203.1 204.5 204.4 204.5 20,,5 204,4 0.I I°3

* The temperature standards useEl were:
+Distilled ice and water bath for the solidification point at
atmospheric pressure.
+Hypsometer for the saturation point at atmospheric pressure
(p= 748.3 mmHg)
+A Kessler mercury thermometer calibrated against the National
Bureau of Standard's certified master standard for the arbitrarily
chosen high temperature.
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APPENDIX A3" LIST OF MEASURINGDEVICES USED AND THEIR UNCERTAINTY
b

TemperatureMeasurement

Micro-thermocouple,type K ± 0.15 °C

Digital Voltmeter,HP 3455A ± 5 pV
ReferenceJunction,REF,CEL 200 ± 0.10 °C
Scanner, HP 3495A
Hewlett-PackardMinicomputer,21MX Series

Gas Flow Measurements

In-lineThermocouples,type K ± 0.15 °C
In-linePressureGauge, Weiss(O-lO]psi) ± 1 psi
Rotameter, SGP FM 150 PAFV(O-15cm) ± 14 of F.S.

+ Flow Tube, FT 6-B05
+ Glass Float

In-lineGas Heater, Sylvania038821

Condensation Measurements

Chronometer,Micronta 63-5009A + 0.I seconds
Mass Balance, Sartorius3862 MP8-1 ± 0.05 grams

System Power

Power Stat, Superior Elec.Comp.(O-100W) ± 14 of F.S.
Watt Meter, Weston 310 (0-250W) ± 0.254 of F.S.

(0-5O0 W)
(0-i000W)
(o-200ow)

Coil Heater', Aerorod BXX-O9B-53-4T
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APPENDIX A4: ERROR ANALYSIS

Estimateof the MeasurementUncertainties

Using the Law of Propagation of Errors (Mandel, 1984.) the measurement
uncertainties are determined for the fundamental quantities: Heat Transfer Plate

Thermocouple Temperatures, Heat Flux, Heat Transfer Surface Temperature, Heat

Transfer Coefficient, Superficial GasVelocity. The resulting uncertainties for
the those quantities are listed below in Table A4.1.

Table A4.1 Measurement uncertainties

Low: TSURFand jg High: TSURFand jg

Quantity Absolute Relative Absolute Relative

Ttc 1.0 K 0.2 >o 1.0 K 0.I >o
TSURF 1.0 K 0.2 _ 1.0 K 0.i
q 0.3 kW/m2 0.5 _ 1.1 kW/m2 0_5 >o

h 2.6 W/m2K 0.8 _o 2.0 W/m2K 0.5 >o

jg 0.17 cm/s 16.7 >o 0.31 cm/s 3.8

The general method used to obtain the values irlTable A4.1 is highlighted
below [as shown by Rabinowicz(1970)],afterwhich each individualquantitywill

be treated to show from where the uncertaintiespropagate. The results in
Table A4.1 were determinedby using the experimentaldata for two experimental
runs to illustratethe extreme values, i.e., at a high and a low heat transfer

plate temperature and superficialgas velocity. Those data, along with their
respectiveabsoluteuncertainties,are listed in Table A4.2
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General Outline

If a measured quantity, y, includes errors from a combination of sources,

then one way to estimate the overall uncertainty is as follows:

Let y = y(nl,n2,...,nN) , where ni = ith quantity containing uncertainty

N

and dy : E (By/Sn i) dni
I= 1

If the variation in y is produced by the uncertainties in the quantities,

ni , and the magnitude of these uncertainties are en,, therefore,

N

ey : _ (Sy/Sni)en.

This equation implies that en, is small compared to ni [a good approximation when
en/n i _<0.I (Mandel, 1984)].

Since it is not known if the terms, en_, will be positive or negative, the

uncertainties should be evaluated by r.m.s, of ey, i.e.,

t_ N

ey2 : Z (Sy/cbni)2e + 7_](Sy/Sni)(Sy/cOn j) enen, where i _ j

Assuming that the error components, en , are both indep.'ndent ancl symmetrical
then tile expected value of the second term of the RHS of "ile preceding equation
is zero. Therefore,

rV

ey2 = E (Sy/Sn,)2e (A4 1)

- Equation A4.1 is the most probable error" due to the uncertainties in the

= components n i .
__

_ _,u .



Specific Measurement Uncertainties

To obtain the magnitude of the measurement uncertainty for each fundamental

quantity Equation A4.1 is applied in order to determine which quantities _

propagate the uncertainties. The resulting magnitudes are listed irlTable A4.1,

which were obtained by substituting the appropriate quantities from Table A4.2

into the following equations.

a. Heat Transfer Plate Thermocouple Temperature

Equation A4.1 gives the absolute uncertainty to be:

eT,° = [el 2 + e22 + e32 + e42] 1/2

b. Heat Flux: q = (m/t)hfg / Ap = (m/t) hfg / (_rR2)

From Equation A4.1 the absolute uncertainty is:

eq = [(Sq/Sm)2em 2 4. (Sq/St)2et2 + (Sq/Shfg_2e 2 + (Sq/SR)2eR211/2i hlg

This equation can be simplified if put in the form of tilerelative error,

eq/q = [(em/m)2 + (et/t)2 + (eh,g/hfg)2 + 4(ea/R)211/2

c_ Heat Transfer' Surface Temperature: TSURF : Ttc- (q/k)Ay

From Equation A4.1 the absolute uncertainty is:

2 + /Sk) 2 +eTsuRF= [(81"SURF/_Ttc )2eT,_2 + (STsuaF/aO)2eq. (STsuRF 2ek

(STsuRF/8 (Ay)) 2ez_y2] 1/2

which results in,

2 2
2 + (Ay/k)2e 2 + (qAy/k 2) ek. + (q/k)2eAy2]l/2eTsuR_ = [eT_ q
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d. Heat.Transfer Coefficient: h : q / (TBuRF - TSAT) = q / ATSURF

From Equation A4.1 the absolute uncertainty is:

eh = [(Oh/c3q)2eq2 + ((:3h/c3(ATsuRF.))2 eATsu._21J112

and in the form of the relative uncertainty,

eh/h = [(eq/q)2 + (eATsu.JATsuRF)2] 1/2

e. Superficial Gas Velocity: jg

Jg : (Rg/RFs) VFS [(MAw_/MN2) (Pg/PsTD) (TsTD/Tg)]I/2 (TsuRF/Tg) / Ap

as before Ap = _rR2

From Equation A4.1 'the absolut, e uncertainty is:

ejg = [(C3jg/c3Rg)2eRg2+ (C3jg/Spg)2ep2g+ (C3jg/c3Tg,_2eT_2+

((3jg/C3TsuRF)2eTsu.F2+ ((.3jg/c3R)2eR2]1/2

and irl terms of the relative uncertainty,

elg/jg = [(eRg/Rg) 2 + (1/4)(epg/Pg) 2 + (9/4)(eTg/Tg)2 + (eTsu. /TsuRF) 2 +

4(ea/R)2] 1/2

To repeat, the measured quantities listed irlTable A4.2 were substituted

into the preceding equations to obtain the measurement uncertainty for each

fundamental quantity. The resulting uncertainties for a high and a low heat

transfer plate temperature and superficial gas velocity are listed in Table A4.1.
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Table A4.2 Film boilingdata to determineerrors

Low."TSURF, jg High: TSURF,jg
Absolute

Quantity Run ia,9/19/88 Run 8b,I0/19/88 Uncertainty Units

m 0.0279 0.1098 5 x I0''5 kg
t 160.4 144.6 O.I seconds

hR 2257.0 2257.0 0.2 kJ/kgfg 0.0508 0.0508 1.25 x 10.4 m

q 44.66 212.41 * kW/m2

Ttc 533.4 933.0 * K
k 18.9 25.5 0.3 W/mK

Ay 7.9 x 10.4 7.9 x 10.4. 1.25 x 10.5 m

TSURF 529.0 926.5 * K

Rg 0.9 4.I 0.15 cm
RFS 15.0 15.0 ** cm

VFs 3.873 x 10.4 3.873 x I0"4 ** m3/s
MAIR 28.967 28.967 ** kg/kgmo'le

MN2 28.016 28.016 ** kg/kgmoIe

Pg 377,143 377,143 7 x 108 N/m2
PSTD 101,353 101,353 ** N/m2

TSTD 294.3 294.3 ** K

Tg 300.2 295.8 O. 15 K

jg i. O0 8.04 * cmls
AI 155.8 553.3 * K

h 312.3 383.9 * W/m2K

eI Uncertaintyfrom Appendix A2 0.75 K

e2 Uncertaintyfrom Appendix A3 0.15 K

e3Uncertainty from Presenceof TC in Plate" 0.65 K
e4 Uncertaintyof the ReferenceJunction 0.10 K

• uncertaintiesto be determined

•* given values, no uncertaintyassumed
+ s_,eAppendix A4 in Duignan (1989)
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APPENDIX A5: TABULAR DATA

The following tables contain all of the experimental data for this present

investigation. All quantities listed were experimentally measured except the

heat transfer coefficient which is simply q/(TsuRF-TsAT) or q/(TsuRF-TpooL). For
clarity of the tabular presentation, the measurement uncertainties of the

individual quantities have not been presented but typical values are given in

Appendix A4.

Table A5.1 is of the stable film boiling measurements (i.e., no non-

condensible gas flux)_ Two columns of the heat flux are shown since two methods

were used for measurement, viz., by heat conduction through the heat transfer

plate and by condensation of the water vapor leaving the boiling chamber.

TablesA5.2a and A5.2b are for the pool bubblingmeasurements(i.e.no film
boiling). Only one heat flux column is listed because most of the heat was

transferred to the overlying pool of water in the form of sensible heat,
therefore,the condensationmethod was not utilized. Table A5.2 was broken into

two tables, (a) and (b), to highlightthe respectiveparametersheld constant.
While in TableA5.2a the pool heightwas held relativelyconstant,in Table A5.2b

the superficialgas velocitywas keptconstant. Note,measuredquantitieshaving
a pool height of 11.5 cm and greater in Table A5.2b are also listed in Table
A5.2a.

Table A5.3 is of the film boilingheat transfer in the presenceof a non-
condensiblegas. The measured quantitiesare displayed in columns3, 4, and 5.
As a measure of the experimentalreproducibilityand the random errors irlthe

measurements, several runs were taken at similar surface superheats (TsunF-
TSAT). An averagevalue is given of repeatedruns in columns 7, 8, and 9 which
are the values used in the Results sectionof this study. As for stable film
boiling the heat flux was measured by the conduction and condensationmethod.

Unfortunately,the conductionmethod became very unstable during this last set
of experiments,and severalof the thermocouples,near the heatingcoil, failed.
Only the heat flux measurementsby the condensationmethod are listed.
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Table A5.1 Film boilingwith no gas injection

Determined by:
Conduction Condensation

Run Run Ts u (,-)I'sAT q h _ -- q }T--No. Date _F (kWlm2) (Wlm2K) (kWlm2) (WIm2K)

I 8/05/87 276 50,7 184 45.0 163
2 8/05/87 276 50.7 184 44.8 162
3 8/05/87 281 51.6 184 46.9 167
4 8/05/87 281 52.0 185 46.8 167
5 8/05/87 285 52.5 184 48.1 169
6 8/05/87 286 51.9 181 48.4 169
7 8/05/87 404 78,5 194 73.5 182
8 8/05/87 404 79.4 197 73.5 182
9 8/05/87 406 79°7 196 74.1 183

i0 8/05/87 469 94,7 202 90.1 192
Ii 8/05/87 470 95.7 204 89.3 190
12 8/05/87 471 95.4 203 91.2 ]94
I 8/12/87 334 64.2 192 61.7 ]85
2 8/12/87 335 64.4 192 61.9 ]85
3 8/12/87 334 64.7 194 60.0 180
4 8/12/87 335 64.3 192 60.2 180
5 8/12/87 306 57.9 189 53.4 175
6 8/12/87 306 57.4 188 54.6 178
7 8/12/87 307 57.9 189 54.4 177
8 8/12/87 268 49.6 185 46.6 174
9 8/12/87 269 49;,I 183 46.1 171

I0 8/12/87 206 39ii I_90 34.7 168
II 8/].2/87 205 39.4 192 34.9 170
12 8/12/87 206 38.9 189 33,9 165

=_
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Table A5.1 (continued)

Determined by:
Conduction Condensation

RF-T h..... q h
RUnNo. DateRUn Tsu(oc) SAT (kwqm2)/ (WIm2K) (kW/m2) (Wlm2K)

I 8/14/87 235 45.1 192 40.0 170
2 8/14/87 235 45.1 192 40.5 172
3 8/14/87 182 34.0 187 30,5 168
4 8/14/87 ]82 34.0 187 30.8 169
5 8/14/87 182 33.9 186 30.5 168
6 8/14/87 164 30.6 187 27.7 169
7 8/14/87 164 28.6 174 28,1 171
8 8/14/87 144 27.2 189 26.2 182
9 8/14/87 143 26.7 187 24.3 170

10 8/14/87 143 27.1 190 23.8 166
I 8/19/87 371 72.8 196 67.6 182
2 8/19/87 372 71.8 193 67.5 181
3 8/19/87 372 71.5 192 66.9 180
4 8/19/87 438 88.2 201 81.7 187
5 8/19/87 438 88.2 201 81.8 187
6 8/19/87 440 88.4 201 82.0 186
7 8/19/87 512 103.8 203 104.9 205
8 8/19/87 512 103.7 203 107.1 209
9 8/19/87 514 103.1 201 104.8 204
I 8/21/87 506 108.0 213
2 8/21/87 506 108.3 214
3 8/21/87 536 110.3 206
4 8/21/87 539 111.8 207
I 9/22/87 567 116.3 205
2 9/22/87 561 11.4.0 203
3 9/22/87 557 114.1 205
4 9/22/87 556 I]3.8 205
5 9/22/87 557 112,7 202
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Table A5.2a Bubbling data, no film boiling: constant pool height

' pool height q T_O_))L h(cJm}s) (cm) (W/m2) T_u_I (W/m2K)

0.61 12.0 25668 89.6 84.0 4608
0.61 12.0 25032 90.0 84.0 4172
0.61 12.0 25564 90. I 84.4 4485
0.61 12.0 25673 90.1 84.4 4504
O.61 12.0 25916 89.7 84. I 4628
0.61 12.0 25687 89.8 84.2 4587
0.61 12.0 25364 90.3 84.4 4299
Oo61 12,0 25886 90.2 84.4 4463
0.77 12.0 26049 89.1 83,3 4491
O.77 12.0 26073 89. I 83.3 4495
0.77 12.0 26192 89.2 83.5 4595
O.77 12.0 26477 89.4 83.5 4488
0.77 12.0 26467 89.2 83,4 4563
0 o80 12.0 26141 88.2 82.7 4753
O.80 12.0 26212 88. I 82.8 4946
0,80 12.0 26500 87.9 82.5 4907
0.94 12.0 25781 87.4 81.6 4445
0.95 12.0 25309 87.7 81.5 4082
1.32 12.0 25986 84,7 79. I 4640
1.32 12.0 25514 84.3 78.5 4399
I. 32 12.0 26031 84.5 79.0 4733
I. 73 12.0 26317 82. I 76.5 4699
1.73 12.0 26532 82.5 76.7 4574
2.0] 12.0 26055 80.4 74.9 4737
2.01 12.0 26231 80.3 74,9 4858
2.05 12.0 26128 80.5 75. I 4839
2_45 12.0 26145 78.9 73.3 4669
2.45 12.0 26962 78.8 73.5 5087
2.45 12.0 27079 79.4 73.7 4751
2.81 12,0 27342 77.7 72. I 4883
2.81 12.0 26856 77.7 72.2 4883
2._i 12.0 27032 77.2 71.8 5006
2.85 12.0 27089 77. i 71.2 4591
2.85 12.0 26162 77.2 71.3 4434
2.85 12.0 26663 77.0 70.9 4371
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Table A5,2a (continued)

' pool height q T_u_I T_oO_))c h(cJm_s) (cre) (W/m21 (W/m2K)

3,20 12,0 _ 26642 75,1 69,6 4844
3,20 12,0 26607 75,3 69,4 4510
3,20 12,0 26633 75,3 69,2 4366
3.56 12.0 26825 73,9 68.0 4547
3.56 12,0 26128 74.4 68,2 4214
3.56 12,0 27007 74,3 68,1 4356
3,57 12,0 26402 74,4 68,0 4125
3,98 12,0 26842 72,7 67,1 4793
3,99 12,0 26344 72.9 66.9 4391
3,99 12,0 26488 72,9 66.7 4272
3,99 12,0 26546 73,1 66,7 4148
4,41 12,0 26546 70,8 65,4 4916
4,41 12,0 26522 70,6 65,3 5004
4,42 12,0 26464 71.1 65.6 4812
4,42 12.0 26431 71,1 65,6 4806
4,95 12.0 26561 68,7 63,9 5534
4.96 12,0 26389 68,8 63,8 5278
4.97 12,0 27003 69,0 63,9 5295
4,97 12,0 26724 69,2 63.9 5042
4,97 12.0 27349 69.4 64.3 5363
4,97 12,0 27531 69,7 64,5 5294
5.42 12.0 26483 67.6 62,4 5093
5,42 12,0 26593 68.0 62,6 4925
5.43 12,0 26425 67,2 62.3 5393
5,44 12,0 26093 67.4 62,4 5219
6.09 12.0 25945 65,6 60.4 4989
6.09 12.0 25881 65,7 60.4 4883
6.10 12.0 25831 65.9 60.5 4784
6.10 12.0 26032 65.9 60.4 4733
6.34 15.0 27246 65.3 60.2 5342
6,34 15.0 27313 65.2 60.0 5253
6.34 15.0 27285 65.2 60.1 5350
6.37 15.0 27436 66.7 61,6 5380
6.37 ].5.0 27534 66,8 61.6 5295
6.38 15.0 27265 66.9 61.7 5243
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Table AS.2a (continued)

' pool height q T_O_))L h(cJm_s) (cre) (W/m2) T_u_I (W/ m2K)

6.38 13.0 27039 66.7 61.7 5408
6.39 13,0 27149 66.8 61.8 5430
6.39 13.0 27242 66.9 61.7 5239
6.45 12.0 25927 64.1 59.0 5084
6.45 12,0 25779 64.2 59.0 4958
6.45 12.0 25821 64.2 59.0 4966

, 6°45 12.0 25754 64.2 59.0 4953
6.45 14.0 26573 64.6 59.9 5654
6.46 14.0 26533 64.7 59.6 5203
6°46 14.0 26457 64.8 59.6 5088
6.46 11.5 26060 65,0 59.8 5012
6.46 11.5 26735 64.8 59.8 5347

, 6.47 11.5 26365 65.1 59,8 4975
7.45 12.0 25630 62.1 56.8 4836
7,45 12.0 25854 61.9 56.8 5069
7.45 12.0 25575 62.0 55,8 4918
7.46 12.0 25702 62.1 56.8 4849
8,77 12.0 25914 59.2 54.2 5183
8.77 12.0 25851 59.2 54.2 5170
8.78 12.0 25803 59.5 54,4 5059
8.78 12,0 257].7 59.5 54.3 4946
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Table A5.2b Bubbling data, no film boiling: constantjg
i

pool,eig,t q T oo, ,
(cre) (cJm}s) (W/m2) T_°u_I (WI,,,2K)

2.5 6.47 2'7106 70.4 62.8 3567
2.5 6.47 26671 70.4 62.7 3464
2.5 6.47 26753 70.4 62.7 3474
3.0 6.46 27377 70,5 62.8 3555
3.0 6.46 27761 70.2 62.8 3751
3.0 6.46 27683 70.3 62.8 3691
3.0 6.50 27340 70.1 62.1 3418
3.0 6.51 27588 70.2 62.2 3449
3.0 6.51 27520 70.2 62.2 3440
3.5 6.44 27177 69.9 62.3 3576
3.5 6.43 27510 69.8 62.3 3668
3.5 6.43 27802 69.8 62.3 3707
4.0 6.46 26824 67.4 61.2 4326
4.0 6.46 26977 67.5 61.3 4351
4.0 6.46 27085 67.6 61o3 4299
4,0 6.43 27466 68.3 61.8 4226

4.0 6.42 27571 68.2 61.7 4242
i

4.0 6.42 27368 68.3 61.8 4210
4.0 6.43 28002 68.7 62.9 4828
4.0 6.43 27905 68.7 62.9 4811
4.0 6.43 27883 68.7 62.8 4726
5.0 6.48 27015 65.9 60.6 5097
5.0 6.48 26761 66..0 60.5 4866
5.0 6.48 26796 65.9 60.5 4962
5.0 6.48 26856 66.1 60.5 4796
5.5 6.42 26598 65.9 60.8 5215
5.5 6.42 26260 65.7 60.7 5252
5.5 6.41 26129 65.6 60.6 5226
5.5 6.49 27435 66.5 60.9 4899
5.5 6.49 27559 66.5 60.9 4921
5.5 6.49 27617 66.7 61.0 4845
5.5 6.47 27.792 66.8 61.1 4876
5.5 6.47 27733 66.9 61.2 4865
5.5 6.47 27793 67.0 61.2 4792
6.0 6.45 28005 66.3 61.4 5715
6.0 6.45 27865 66.4 61.5 5687
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Table A5.2b (continued)

pool height ' q l'_o_)L h(cre) (cJm_s) (W/m:) T_u_I (W/m2K)

6.5 6.39 27151 66°7 62.0 5777
6.5 6.38 27111 66°6 61.8 5648
6.5 6.38 26780 66.6 61.9 5698
7.0 6.40 26366 65.4 60.6 5493
7.0 6.40 26199 65.3 60.5 5458
7.0 6.40 26196 65.3 60.5 5458
7.0 6.39 27305 66.8 62.0 5689
7.0 6,39 27341 66.9 62.0 5580
7.0 6.38 27454 66.8 61.9 5603
8.0 6.45 27436 65.9 60.9 5487
8.0 6.45 27066 65.9 60.8 5307
8.0 6,45 27297 65.9 60.8 5352
8.0 6.41 27308 67.1 61.8 5152
8.0 6.40 27583 66.8 61.8 5517
8°0 6.40 27378 66.9 61.7 5265
8.0 6.39 26989 66.8 61.6 5190
8.0 6.39 27156 66.8 61,8 5431
8.0 6.39 27132 66.8 61.8 5426
9.0 6.41 26283 64.6 59.8 5476
9.0 6.41 26419 64.7 59.9 5504
9.0 6.41 26393 64.8 60.0 5499

I0,0 6.42 25669 64,7 59.8 5239
I0.0 6.41 25921 64.5 59.8 5515
10.0 6.41 25940 64.3 59.6 5519
10.0 6.45 26303 65.0 60.0 5261
10,0 6.46 26054 65.4 60.2 5010
II.0 6.40 24907 63.6 58,8 5189
ii.0 6.40 25281 63.5 58.7 5267
ii.0 6.40 26222 63.7 58.8 5351
11.5 6.46 26060 65.0 59.8 5012
11.5 6.46 26735 64.8 59.8 5347
11.5 6,47 26365 65.1 59.8 4975
12.0 6.09 25945 65,6 60.4 4989
12.0 6.09 25881 65.7 60.4 4883
12,0 6,]0 25831 65.9 60.5 4784
12.0 6.10 26032 65,9 60.4 4733
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Table A5.2b (continued)

P°°Ichm_ight (c_n_s) (W_m2) T_u_I T_o_))L h(W/m2K)

12.0 6.45 25927 64, I 59.0 5084
12,0 6.45 25779 64.2 59.0 4958
12.0 6.45 25821 64.2 59.0 4966
12.0 6.45 25754 64.2 59.0 4953
13.0 6.39 27149 66.8 61.8 5430
13.0 6.39 27242 66.9 61.7 5239
13.0 6.38 27039 66.7 6I. 7 5408
14.0 6.45 26573 64.6 59.9 5654
14.0 6.46 26533 64.7 59.6 5203
14.0 6.46 26457 64.8 59.6 5088
15.0 6.34 27246 65.3 60.2 5342
15.0 6.34 27313 65.2 60.0 5253
15.0 6.34 27285 65.2 60. I 5350
15.0 6.37 27436 66.7 61.6 5380
15.0 6.37 27534 66.8 61.6 5295
15.0 6.3_ 27265 66.9 61.7 5243
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Table, A5.3 Film boiling with gas injection database

Average values

CRun Run TSURF'TsAT Jo q "SUR SAT_ J_ q h

No. Date (°C) (cmTs)(kW/m2) (W/ cm[s) (kW/m2)(W/m2K)

ld 8/02/88 272.9 1.02 57.6 211.1
le 8/02/88 272.5 1.02 62.1 227.9
If 8/02/88 272.7 1.02 61.0 223.7 272.7 I,.02 60.2 220,9
2c 8/02/88 266.4 2,01 72.4 271.8
2d 8/02/88 266.0 2.01 73.2 275.2 266,2 2.01 72.8 273.5
3c 8/02/88 263.0 2.99 91.I 346.4
3d 8/02/88 259.5 2.97 91,1 351.1 261,3 2.98 91.1 348.8
4c 8/02/88 274.0 4.06 103.2 376.6
4d 8702/88 274.4 4.06 105.1 383.0
Ic 8/05/88 270.4 4.05 104,0 384.6
ld 8/05/88 271.6 4.06 101.6 374.1 272.6 4.06 103.5 379.6
2f 8/05/88 273.6 5.08 II0.0 402.0
29 8/05/88 274.9 5.09, 106.8 388.5 274.3 5.09 108.4 395,3
3c 8/05/88 274.7 6.10 1,13.6 413.5
3d 8/05/88 274.4 6.1,0 113.2 412.5 274.6 6o10 113.4 413.0
lc 8/18/88 211.6 0.99 58.1 274.6
ld 8/18/88 212.1 0.99 57,5 271.1 211.9 0.99 57.8 272.9
2c 8/18/88 206.4 2.07 68.3 330.9
2d 8/18/88 205.9 2.07 68.8 334.1 206.2 2.07 68.5 332.5
4c 8/18/88 217.3 3.10 82,2 378.3
4d 8/18/88 217.1 3.10 83,9 386.5 217.2 3.10 83.1 382.4
6c 8/18/88 213.6 4.09 99.4 465.4
6d 8/18/88 212.8 4.08 97.0 455.8 213,2 4.09 98.2 460.6
la 8/30/88 260.0 2.01 72.8 280.0
Ib 8/30/88 260.8 2.01 72.4 277.6
lc 8/30/88 262.4 2.02 72.7 277.1 261.1 2.01 72.6 278.2
2a 8/30/88 279.7 3.11 92.1 329.3
3b 8/30/88 281.8 3.12 91.5 324.7
2c 8/30/88 282.7 3.12 91,5 323.7 281.4 3.12 91,7 325.9
3a 8/30/88 270.4 4.09 101.4 375.0
3b 8/30/88 270.2 4.09 100.8 373.1
3c 8/30/88 269.4 4.09 102.5 380.5 270.0 4.09 101,6 376.2
4a 8/30/88 270.8 5.13 109.9 405.8
4b 8/30/88r 270.9 5.13 1,10.3407.2
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Table A5.3 (continued)

Average values

-T ' q h TBUBF -TsAT j q hRun Run Tsu SA .la
NO. Date _Fc) _cm7s)(kW/m2)(W/m_K) (°C) (cre/gs)(kW/m_)(W/m_K)

4c 8/30/88 272.2 5.14 108.8 400.0 271.3 5.13 109.7 404.3
5a 8/30/88 275.8 6.19 120.0 435.1
5b 8/30/88 276.6 6.20 116.8 422.3
5c 8/30/88 277.2 6.20 117.3 423.2 276.5 6.20 118.0 426.9
6a 8/30/88 276.4 7.24 127.6 461.6
6b 8/30/88 276.8 7.25 129.3 467.1
6c 8/30/88 279.4 7.27 129.4 463.1 277.5 7.25 128.8 463.9
7a 8/30/88 269.3 8.18 138.4 513.9
7b 8/30/88 267.3 8.16 138.7 518.9
7c 8/30/88 265.0 8.13 136.8 516.2 267.2 8.15 138.0 516.3
la 9/08/88 307.2 1.01 63.0 205.1
ib 9/08/88 306.8 1.00 63.5 207.0
Ic 9/08/88 307.1 1.00 63.7 207.4 307.0 1.00 63.4 206.5
2a 9/08/88 303.8 2.00 79.3 261.0
2b 9/08/88 304.9 2.00 77.9 255.5
2c 9/08/88 307.5 2.01 77.5 252.0 305.4 2.00 78.2 256.2
3b 9/08/88 310.3 3.02 93.2 300.4
3c 9/08/88 308.8 3.02 95.9 310.6
3d 9/08/88 308.6 3.02 94.4 305.9 309.2 3.02 94.5 305.6
4a 9/08/88 303.7 4.00 105.1 346.1
4b 9/08/88 302.2 3.99 106.5 352.4
4c 9/08/88 302.9 3.99 106.2 350.6 302.9 3.99 105.9 349.7
5a 9/08/88 308.1 5.05 119.1 386.6
5b 9/08/88 308.4 5.05 117.4 380.7
5c 9/08/88 310.1 5.06 117.9 380.2 308.9 5.05 118.1 382.5
6a 9/08/88 310.0 6.07 125.6 405.2
6b 9/08/88 312.9 6.10 1.26.3 403.6
6c 9/08/88 313.6 6.10 126.9 404.7 312.2 6.09 126.3 404.5
7a 9/08/88 311.8 7.11 131.5 421.7
7b 9/08/88 311.9 7.11 133.3 427.4
7c 9/08/88 313.3 7.12 130.7 417.2 312.3 7.11 131.8 422.1
8a 9/08/88 303,6 8,03 1.40,7 463,4
8b 9/08/88 304,8 8,05 142,3 466,9
8c 9/08/88 302°8 8,02 143,3 473,3 303,7 8,03 142,1 467,9

=
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Table A5.3 (continued)

Average values

Run Run Tsu -TsA Oa' q h TSURF-TBAT Jc_ q h
C) mTs)(kW/Bf)(W/m2K)(%) (cm/'s)(kW/Bf)(W/m_K)No. Date _ _c

Ia 9/19/88 155.8 1.00 48.7 312,3
ib 9/19/88 155,7 1.00 48.8 313.3
Ic 9/19/88 154.5 1,00 50.3 325,3 155.3 1.00 49.3 317.0
la 9/22/88 376.4 0.95 76.5 203.2
ib 9/22/88 376.6 0.95 79.4 210.8
Ic 9/22/88 377.2 0.95 77,4 205,2 376.7 0.95 77.8 206,4
2a 9/22/88 376.5 2.06 88.2 234.3
2b 9/22/88 377.5 2.07 88.7 235,0
2c 9/22/88 376.5 2.06 86.4 229.5 376.8 2.06 87.8 232.9
3a 9/22/88 371,6 3.08 101.6 273.4
3b 9/22/88 370.6 3.07 103.0 278,5
3c 9/22/88 369.8 3.07 103.7 280.4 371,0 3.07 102,8 277,4
4a 9/22/88 369,0 4.09 122.8 322.8
4b 9/22/88 369.8 4.09 123.1 332.9
4c 9/22/88 368.5 4.08 122.4 332,2 369.1 4.09 122.8 329.3
5a 9/22/88 375.7 5.08 126.4 336,4
5b 9/22/88 371.7 5°05 128.7 346.3
5c 9/22/88 371,0 5.04 125.8 339,1 372.8 5.06 127.0 340.6
6a 9/22/88 375.6 6.19 136.9 364,5
6b 9/22/88 377.9 6.21 136,6 361.5
6c 9/22/88 378.6 6.21 135.5 357,9 377.4 6.20 136.3 361.3
7a 9/22/88 377.4 7.16 145.4 385.3
7b 9/22/88 376.5 7.15 144.9 384.9
7c 9/22/88 375.7 7.14 ]42.8 380,1 376.5 7.15 144.4 38,3.4
8a 9/22/88 374.8 8.17 151.8 405,0
8b _/22/88 372,4 8.14 ]52.0 408,2
8c 9/22/88 371.1 8,13 151.3 407.7 372.8 8.15 151.7 407.0
la 9/28/88 455.0 1.05 92.5 203,3
Ib 9/28/88 453.6 1.05 96,0 211.6
Ic 9/28/88 452,0 1.05 97,1 214,8
ld 9/28/88 448.8 ].04 93,3 207,9
le 9/28/88 447.2 1.04 97.6 218,2 451.3 1.05 95.3 211.2
2a 9/28/88 457.5 2.10 107.8 235.7
2b 9/28/88 457.7 2.10 112.2 245.2
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Table A5.3 (continued)

_Average'va],ues

Run Run TSURF'TsAT J° kqm2)W/ h TSURF'TBAT Jpl' q h. W/m2K) (°C) (c,,,I_)(kW/m2)(W/m2K)No Date (°C) (cm7s)( (

2c 9/28/88 457.3 2.10 111.4 243.6 457.5 2.10 110.5 241.5
3a 9/28/88 447.3 3,11 122,8 274.5
3b 9/28/88 444.7 3.1G 122.2 274.8
3c 9/28/88 443.9 3.10 124,9 281.4 445.3 3.10 123.3 276.9
4a 9/28/88 439.2 4.11 138.2 314.7
4b 9/28/88 438.9 4.11 139.1 316.9
4c 9/28/88 438.6 4.11 137.1 312.6 438.9 4.11 138.3 314.7
5a 9/28/88 442.2 5.17 151.1 341.7
5b 9/28/88 443.0 5.18 150.0 338.6
5c 9/28/88 443.3 5.18 151.8 342.5 442.8 5.18 151.0 340.9
6a 9/28/88 447.6 6.17 154.6 345.4
6b 9/28/88 448.2 6.17 154.3 344.3
6c 9/28/88 452.5 6.21 152.8 337.7 449.4 6.18 153.9 342.5
7a 9/28/88 446.8 7.14 161.5 361.4
7b 9/28/88 448.4 7.15 161.5 360.2
7c 9/28/88 450.1 7.17 161.8 359.5 448.4 7.15 161.6 360.4
8a 9/28/88 452.2 8.24 ]66.0 367.1
8b 9/28/88 452.2 8.24 168.2 371.9
8c 9/28/88 451.8 8.24 167.8 371.4 4,52.1 8.24 167.3 370.1 '
la ]0/05/88 202.5 2.08 67.8 334.8
Ib 10/05/88 202.0 2.08 67.2 332.5
Ic 10/05/88 201.0 2.08 70.9 352.7 201.8 2.08 68.7 340.0
2a 10/05/88 210o0 0.99 51.2 244.0
2b 10/05/88 211.2 0.99 50.2 237.6
2c 10/05/88 210.7 0.99 51.7 245.5 210.6 0.99 51,0 242.4
3a 10/05/88 216.6 4.14 98.] 452.8
3b 10/05/88 216.0 4.14 98.2 454.5
3c 10/05/88 214.7 4.13 96.5 449.3 215.8 4.14 97.6 452.2
la 10/10/88 208.1 0.99 52.6 252.8
ib 10/10/88 208.0 0.99 50.3 241.9
Ic 10/10/88 208.7 0.99 52.8 252.9 208,3 0.99 51.9 249.2
I 10/13/88 161.7 1.02 48.5 299.9 161.7 1.02 48,5 299.9
Ic 10/13/88 504.5 1.02 105.0 208.1
ld 10/13/88 505.6 1.02 108.0 213.2
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Table A5.3 (continued)

Averaae vaIues

o

Run Run TSURF-TsA.Fjq q h TSURt=-TBAT Cjam/s) q h, kW/m_.) )No Date (°C) (cm7s)(kW/m_)(W/,gK) (°C) ( ( (W/nfK

le 10/13/88 506.5 1.02 108.3 2],3.8505.9 1.02 107,1 211.7
2a 10/13/88 503.5 2.04 117.4 233,2
2b 10/13/88 501.5 2.04 116.4 232.1
2c 10/13/88 499.2 2.03 117.6 235.6 501.4 2.04 117.1 233.6
3c 10/13/88 497.2 3.05 144.4 290.4
3d 10/13/88 498.3 3.05 144.1 289.2
3e 10/13/88 496.2 3.05 146.6 295,5 497.2 3,05 145,0 291.7
4a 10/13/88 500.3 4.08 158.8 317.4
4b 10/13/88 500,8 4.08 158.5 316.5
4c 10/13/88 502,0 4.09 158.5 315.7 501.0 4.08 158.6 316,5
5a 10/13/88 506,8 5.05 163.4 322.4
5b 10/13/88 506.0 5.04 163.1 322,3
5c 10/13/88 507.6 5.05 165.7 326.4 506.8 5,05 164,1 323.7
6a 10/13/88 504.6 6.06 172.5 341.9
6b 10/13/88 502.3 6.04 174.5 347.4
6c 10/13/88 499.0 6.02 173.8 348.3 502.0 6.04 173.6 345,9
7a 10/13/88 505.5 7.09 182,8 361.6
7b 10/13/88 499.8 7.04 180.4 360.9
7c 10/13/88 499,6 7.04 179.3 358.9 501,6 7.06 180,8 360.5
8a 10/13/88 508.0 8.14 187.4 368.9
8c 10/13/88 508.4 8.14 188.0 369.8
8d 10/13/88 507.7 8.13 185.7 365.8 508,0 8.14 187.0 368.2
I 10/19/88 557.1 0,99 12!,7 218.5 557.1 0.99 121.7 218.5
la 10/19/88 546.0 0.98 149.3 273.4
Ib 10/19/88 544.8 0.98 149.5 274.4
lc 10/19/88 544.6 0.98 146.9 269.7 551,1 0.98 148,6 272.5
2a 10/19/88 547.9 1.96 153.0 279,3
2b 10/19/88 549.1 1.96 155.4 283.0
2c 10/19/88 550.4 1.96 156.3 284.0 549.1 1.96 154.9 282.1
3a 10/19/88 547.8 2,92 166.6 304.1
3b 10/1.9/88 547.3 2.92 167.2 305,5
3c 10/19/88 546.9 2.92 165.3 302.3 547,3 2.92 166.4 304.0
4a 10/19/88 549.6 3.91 178,7 324.2
4b 10/19/88 550.4 3.91 178.2 323.8
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Table A5,3 (continued)

Average vaiues

Run Run Tsu SA ' q SUR SAT( )(kW )No Date _°F _cJm_s)(kW/mr)(W/ cmJ_s q h, /m_)(W/m2K

4c 10/19/88 551.1 3.91 178.5 323.9 550.4 3.91 178.5 324.0
5a 10/19/88 549.7 4.98 184.1 334.9
5b 10/19/88 549.9 4.98 183.0 332.8
5c 10/19/88 549.0 4.98 183.2 333.7 549.5 4.98 183o4 333.8
6a 10/19/88 549.5 6.05 198.9 362.0
6b 10/19/88 550.6 6.06 199,8 362.9
6c 10/19/88 549,1 6.05 200.8 365.7 549.7 6.05 199.8 363,5
7a 10/19/88 551.5 6,95 205.5 372.6
7b 10/19/88 550.2 6.94 204,5 371.7
7c 10/19/88 553.3 6.96 203.7 368.2 551.7 6.95 204,.6 370.8
8a 10/19/88 550.6 8.01 215.3 391.0
8b 10/19/88 553.3 8.04 212,4 383.9
8c 10/19/88 549.0 8.01 210.i 382.7 551.0 8.02 212.6 385.9
la 10/26/88 266.4 1.02 60.2 226.0
Ib 10/26/88 268.2 1.02 60.8 226.7 267.3 1.02 60.5 226.4
2a 10/26/88 268.5 8.18 146.9 547.1
2b 10/26/88 264.6 8.13 146.3 552.9 266.6 8.15 146.6 550.0
3a 10/26/88 277.0 9.33 157.5 568°6
3b 10/26/88 274.4 9.29 156.7 571.7 275.7 9.31 157.1 569.9
4a 10/26/88 275.0 10.34 161.5 587,3
4b 10/26/88 274.7 10.34 161.5 587,9 274.9 10.34 161.5 587.6

,,,
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APPENDIX A6" PHYSICAL PROPERTIESOF IMPORTANCE

The properties used in this study were determined from the following
relations. The relationsshown were eitherdevelopedspecificallyfor thiswork,

from existing data [or correlationsof data], or developedby the source of the
original data. The data sourcesfollowthe relations. All values are given at
standardpressure, i.e., 1 atmosphere.

Propertiesof H20

Surface Tension, Liquid and its Vapor
cT : 58.91 x 10.3 N/m#

[Range: T = 373.15 K]

[Source:I0]

Density, Liquid .a.tSaturation

PE : 958.31, kg/m3
[Range:T = 373.15 K]
[Sources:1,2,3,10]

Comment: This is an average value from the available sources where the values

vary less that .04>Oamong themselves.

Latent Heat of Vaporization

hfg = 2257, kJ/kg
[Range:T = 373.15 K]
[Sources:1,2,3,9]

Con_nent:This is an average value from the available sourceswhere values vary

less than 0.01>oamong themselves.

Density. V.a_p__

pf : 241.9 TtI0145, kg/m3
[Range:393.15 K < Tf_ 1033.15K]
[Sources:2,3,9]

Comment: This is a relation based on three sources which have a maximum

difference .of approximately 0.5°-_among their data. Tileaverage relative
difference of the given relationto the data is approximately0.17>O.

Speciric Heat, Vapo___r.

Cpf 8142.69- 37 369 Tf+ 7 4874xi02 Tf2 4.959x105 Tf3 J/kgK

Cpr= 1855.70- 0.11949 Tf+ 8.31xI0-4Tf - _...7789x10-7 Tf3, J/kgK
[Range:533.15 K < TI < 1033.15K]
[Source:4]
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Comment: These relations are based on an average database which is tabulated in

the given data source, from ten different data sources. The variation amongthe

ten data sources has a relative difference of 0.464 and the relations given here

differ from that average database by a relative difference of less than 0.14.

Then_] Conductivity,Vapor

. - . . - . Tfsk(=7 6255xi0"3 i 050131xi05 Tf+i 78623xi0-7T(2 8 90xi0ql , W/m_<

[Range:280 K _<TI_ 900 K]
[Source:5]

Comment: This relation is based on an average database from ten data sources.

Touloukian(1970)estimatesthe accuracyof the databaseto be within 24 for the

range, 320 K 5 T _ 700 K, and within 54 for the ranges, 280 K 5 T < 310 K and
710 K _<T < 900 K, of the true values. Pressure effects must be taken into

accountfor betteraccuracies. The averagerelativedifferencebetweenthe value
produced by the given relation and the databaseis 0.354.

Dynamic Viscosity,Vapor

_f = (-30.8 + 0.407 Tr)x 10.7, Ns/m2
[Range:280 K _ Tf_ 1000 K]
[Source:6]

Comment: This equation was recommended by a panel charged by the Sixth
InternationalConference on the Propertiesof Steam to produce new tables on

transportproperties. The equation'saccuracy is given to be: +14 in the range
373 K _<T_<573 K, and ±34 in the range 573 K _ T _ 973 K.

Propertiesof StainlessSteel

Normal Total Emittance,Types 30.4and 321 StainlessSteel
= 1.427

SS 1.5 x 10.5 Tss

[Range: 400 K < Tss < 1000 K]
[Source: 7]

Comment: This relation is based on four databases, two each on type 304 and 321

stainless steels, given in the source. Type 321 stainless steel was added to the

databases because of the small amount data for type 304 and its very similar

chemical and thermal characteristics. The databases were for cleaned, polished

to machined surfaces as is the case for this study. Even so, for surface

temperatures above I000 K oxidation was suspected, although precautions were

taken to minimize that possibility. The scatter in the data is large and the

average relative difference between values produced by the given relation and
the data is 30>o.
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Thermal Conductivity.Type 304Stainless Steel

kss = 11.371 + .01422 TsB, W/mK

[Range:373.2 K _ Tss_ 1008.0 K]
[Source:8]

Comment: This is a relation based on five databases shown in the source for

stainless steel. The average relative difference between the values produced
by this relation and the data is 0.59.

Data Sources for the Properties

I. Dorsey,N. E., Propertiesof OrdinaryWATER-SUBSTANCE,Hafner Publ. Company,
New York, p.612 (1968).

2. Keenan,J. H., F. G. Keyes,P. G. Hill, and J. G. Moore, Steam Tables,Wiley,
New York (1969).

3. Raznjevic,K., Handbookof ThermodynamicTablesand Charts,HemispherePubl.
Corp., Washington,p.156 (1976).

4. Touloukian,Y. S. and T. Makita, ThermophysicalPropertiesof Matter, Volume

6: Specific Heat - NonmetallicLiquids and Gases, IP/Plenum,New York, p.I05
(1970).

5. Touloukian,Y. S., P. E. Liley, and S. C. Saxena, ThermophysicalProperties
of Matter, Volume 3: Ther_ml Conductivity - Nonmatallic Liquids and Gases,

IP/Plenum,New York, p.125 (1970).

6. Touloukian,Y. S., S. C. Saxena,and P. Hestermans,ThermophysicalProperties
of Matter, Volume 11: Viscosity,IP/Plenum,New York, p,96 (1975).

7. Touloukian,Y. S. and D. P. DeWitt, ThermophysicalProperties of Matter,

Volume7: ThermalRadiativeProperties- MetallicElementsand Alloys,IP/Plenum,
New York, p.1210 (1970).

8. Touloukian,Y. S., ThermophysicalProperties of Matter, Volume 1: Thermal

Conductivity- MetallicElementsand Alloys,IP/Plenum,New York, p.1161 (1970).

9. Thermodynamic and Transport Properties of Steam, 3rd ed., The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers,New York (1977).

10. Vargaftik,N. B., ThermophysicalPropertiesof Liquidsand Gases (in Normal

and Dissociated States), 2nal.ed., Hemisphere Publ. Company, Washington, p.43
(1975).
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APPENDIXA7: FILM BOILING WITH ANDWITHOUTGASFLUXENHANCEMENT

Shown here is an example of why it is importantto take into account tile
enhancementto the heat flux in film boiling by gas jetting from the surface.
A recent study (Blose et al., 1987) was made to better understand the
simultaneousinteractionsof multen stainlesssteel with concrete and with an

overlyingwater pool. The effect of the molten pool on the concrete was to
liberatequantitiesof non-condensiblegases, lockedwithin the concrete,which

then bubbled through the molten steel pool to the overlyingwater pool. From
measurementstaken, over the approximate40 minute durationof the experimental

run with water present, the heat flux to the water pool was approximately800
kW/ht_ and the superficial gas velocity was approximately 20 cre/s, The
superfi(ialgas velocity is based on the surfacearea of the molten steel pool,

i.e.,366.4 cm2. Furthermore,an inspectionafter the experimentdeterminedthat
a thick porous solid crust of steel was present between the molten steel pool

and the water during the run. For future phenomenologicalmodeling tile
experimenters needed to know what heat transfer mechanism, nucleate or film

boiling, existed between the steel and the water pool.

Tilehigh temperaturesof the steel pool [TpooL > 1700 K; tileapproximate
melting temperatureof 304 stainlesssteel] preventedtemperaturemeasurements
within tilemolten pool itself. Not knowi,g the surface temperature of the
stainlesssteel crust forced the experimentersto determine the heat transfer

mechanism indirectlyby backtrackingthrough variousnucleate and film boiling

models. They neglectedboth the effectsof the gas jetting and subcooling [the
water poo] was approximately 50 K below the saturation temperature at
approximatelyatmosphericpressure]and arrivedat the followingresultfor film
boiling:

wi th qTOTAL = (q4CONDUCTION /qTOTAL) I/3 + qRAOIATION (A7. I)

where

, 3/4
qOONO = hBERENsoNATsAT = "425[kf3gpf(PC- /)f)ltfg / _fDf2.] TM ATsA T
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and

qRAD: hRADATsAT= (ZSB[II_ss + II_.-I] -I (TsuRF4 - TSAT4)

[CSB = 5"6697XI0"8W/m2K4;the Stefan-Boltzmannconstant]

then using the measured heat flux: qTOTAL ~ 800 kW/m2

results in,

TSURF~ 1810 K

[The properties at TFILM : (TsuRF+TsAT)/2~ 1092 K are: kf~ 0.093 W/mK,

~ 5.89xi0"2N/m, pf~ 0.20 kg/m3, p__~ 958.3 kg/m3, hfg ~ 2257 kJ/kg,
c ~ 2.35 kJ/kgK,/_f~ 4.14x10"5kg/ms, furtherBlose et al. (1987)assumed Ess

=Ptland _. = I.]

Since the calculated TSURF was above the melting temperatureof stainless
steel, i.e., 1700 K, the solid steel crust observedby Blose et al. (1987)would
not have been possible in the presence of film boiling. They concluded that

nucleate boiling was occurring at the steel water interface during tile
experiment.

From the resultsof the present study another conclusionis possible if the
effectof the gas flux en_,ancementto heat transferin film boilingis taken into

account.The followingcalculationshowswhat the steel crust surfacetemperature
would be when includingthe gas flux enhancementeffect.

From Equation III.22,

qCOND = (I + #4Jg/#II)I/4qCOND(jg:0) (A7.2)

where Pll : (.425) 4 and Pt : 0.068 (cm/s) "I [frofn the Results section]
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Substituting qCOND of EquationA7.2 for the qCOND in EquationA7.1 then for

jg = 20 cm/s the resultingsurface temperatureis"

TsuR_~ 1515 K

[rhe propertiesat TFILM = (TsuRF+TsAT)/2 ~ 945 K are: kf~ 0.082 W/mK, pf~ 0.23

kg/m3, c ~ 2.25 kJ/kgK,/_f~ 3.54xi0"5kg/ms,while_, PE, hfg,_ss and EE remain
the samePfasbefore.]

This new surfacetemperatureis approximately200 K less than the melting

temperatureof stainlesssteel,therefore,a solidcrust betweenthe moltensteel
pool and the overlyingpool of water would have been possible. From this result
it can be concludedthat film boiling could have occurredover the steel crust.

Moreover, if the heat transfercaused by the 50 K subcoolingwere includedinto
the above analysisthe crust surfacetemperaturewould have to be even lowerthan

1515 K, giving further evidence that film boiling probably was present on the
crust surface.

lt must be noted that the present investigationwas made for superficial

gas velocitiesup to a maximumof 10 cm/s. Therefore,using the resultsof tllis

investigationto determineT._URF at jg = 20 cm/s may not be valid.
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